











-By Hugh M.M. Anderson-
News Editor
Once in awhile Yan Mazur
likes to catch up on what's going
on around the world by watching
television. In Russian.
Thanks to the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation, students and
faculty in Trinity's Soviet Studies
Program are getting news about
the U.S.S.R directly from Soviet
television.
Part of a $275,000 grant from
the Mellon Foundation has helped
pay for a new 16-foot satellite
dish at Trinity that picks up televi-
sion transmissions from the So-
viet Union. The main evening
newscast from the U.S.S.R. can
be seen live on the Hartford cam-
pus from 1 to 1:40 p.m. daily, and
other Soviet programming is
available throughout the morn-
ing. The College tapes the eve-
ning news for students and fac-
ulty who are unavailable to watch
the live broadcast.
"We're really excited about it,"
coordinator of the Soviet Studies
program, Jay West, said. "It's
absolutely fantastic."
College and Foundation offi-
cials expect the availability of














Former Director of Security Bill Rucci. Courtesy of Public Relations
y
lull month aiier his resignation
was requested, former Director of
Security Biaggio Rucci received
official notice that his employ-
ment at Trinity College had been
terminated. According to a source
close to the issue, who spoke to
the Tripod under the condition of
anonimity, the administration's
Don Muhammad To Return
-By John W.M. Claud-
Edhor-in-Chief
The man who touched off the
largest, controversies in the
College's recent history is tenta-
tively scheduled to speak again.
The Minister Don Muham-
mad, the Northeast Regional
spokesman for the Minister Louis
Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam,
will speak in the Washington
Room an March 6. President
Gerety has already closed the
lecture to the general public.
The lecture is sponsored by
the Pan-African AHiance(PAA).
Signs have been posted around
Mather Campus Center Monday
heralding his return.
The Black student group
BlackPower Serves Itself (B-P.SI)
brought Minister Muhammad to
Trinity last November in what
Trinity's Country M.D.
-By Jason Savage with
Hugh M. M. Anderson-
| Special to the Tripod
When Dr. Holmes Morton
'79 dropped out of high school,
Trinity was not in his foresee-
able future. He served two stints
in the Merchant Marine and four
years in the Navy; it was there
that he finished his equivalency
requirements.
"If I had gone to college
right out of high school," he
said, "1 probably would have
been an English major,...but I
don't think I would have con-
tributed anything to English."
Instead, the short, sandy-
haired physician who speaks
with a light southern accent no w
stands at the forefront of re-
search and treatment being done
on children with glutaric
aciduria, a disease which he has
determined to be the leading
cause of cerebral palsy among
the Amish. Since one out of
every two hundred Amish chil-
dren is stricken with glutaric
aciduria, his work is of imme-
diate, and paramount, impor-
tance.
"It's puzzling in that chil-
dren who have the disease,
which stays with them all the
Dr. Holmes Morton
time, are sometimes sick and
sometimes well. A child could
be perfectly healthy for ten
months while having the dis-
ease, and then, out of nowhere,
could get diarrhea, slip into a
coma, and die."
But unlike many of his con-
temporaries, Dr. Holmes con-
ducts his research on a shoe-
string budget. He pays his own
Piease see Morton, page 4
would be the first of several events
over the next two weeks that
stirred the campus into a frenzy
of activity and activism.
Muhammad was criticized
heavily on his first visit for es-
pousing anti-Semitic remarks
while bringing bodyguards which
intimidated students.
"Anti-semitism isn't good;
it's very bad and the Minister
shouldn't come if he will say
anti-Semitic things," said Jean
St.Louis '91, a member of PA A.
PAA has established a sign-
up table outside of Mariort Food
Services for students who want
to see Muhammad speak. "We
may then establish a lottery or
deal with the names in some way,"
said St. Louis'91.
"We see it as a constraint,"
said St. Louis, about reserving
the Washington Room. PAA had
originally wanted the Ray
Oosting Gymnasium for Minis-
ter Muhammad.
"The time frame is not an
issue," said Otis Bryant '90, also
of PAA. "We've been working
on this with [the administration]
since the latter part of January."
"Can [the gym] be secured?
Yes, it can," Bryant confirmed
on the questioned security of
Minister Muhammad's visit.
"The only way into the gym are
the doors by the parking lot, and
they can't be'opened from the
outside," said Bryant.
"In Mather you have to se-
cure the entire building versus
the doors to the gym," said St.
Louis. "It would be easier for the
school if we postponed it to the
fall, but if the administration's
logic in inconsistent now, why
should it change," said St. Louis.
When asked about the logis-
tical problems that arose during
Don Muhammad's last lecture,
St. Louis and Bryant were reso-
lute. "The school has said there
will be no frisking, and so there
will be no frisking,"saidSt. Louis.
"The bodyguards will remain
under five." Director of Institu-
tional Affairs Cheryl Smith has
been put in charge of security for
the lecture.
Smith said she made the
decision "strictly for the security
of the campus and the speaker.
My position is he may come on
March 6."
"PAA initially requested
the Washington Room," said
Smith. "The Washington Room
is doable. We can make the event
successful and safe for the
speaker."
Smith said that the use of the
Oosting Gymnasium was not
aceptable. "Ferris Atheletic
Center is truly a recreational and
atheletic center," said Smith. "My
understanding is that is not ac-
ceptable due to practices, an
imminent basketball game and...
other competing events."
Monday night the Tripod
learned of a letter sent to Minis-
Please see Muhammad, Page 5
But some faculty are out-
raged, alleging that Rucci was
made a scapegoat by the admini-
stration to prevent a union.
"Absolutely, I believe tthat Rucci
was made a scapegoat] so firmly
I can't stand it," said one faculty
member. The administration's
actions have spawned protest from
a group of over 60 faculty mem-
bers who plan to petition Presi-
dent Gerety in protest of his arbi-
trary and sudden dismissal of
Rucci. Their petition, said one
faculty member, "Is an expres-
sion of concern on whether due
process has been afforded Rucci."
Members of the Trinity secu-
rity force launched a formal un-
ion drive in November. At that
time, 95 percent of the security
force signed union cards indicat-
ing they supported a vote on
whether or not to form a union.
Director of Institutional Af-
rwith Rucci's €iSmissal. 'Abso-
lutely not," said Smith. "Unions
had nothing to do with it."
According to Director of
Human Resources Donna
Willson, the guards never regis-
tered a formal complaint against
him. As a result of the union
drive, Willson sought the serv-
ices of a management consulting
firm which works in labor law.
The college retained the firm
Please see Rucci, page 6
Giancarlo Esposito, as "Buggin' Out" in Do the Right Thing. Esposito
spoke at Trinity Wednesday night. Please see related story, page 4.
Esposito: Actor and Activist 4
Beverand Tull Remembers. ......5
Clash of the Trojans.....'"'-'''"''"'''"""""7
Conn.'s Best Come to Trinity........ 13
Hockey Atop ECACSouth.
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Rucci's Dismissal: What Really Happened?
The Tripod finds the sudden dismissal of so base, the timing of Rucci's firing makes it very convinced that it has heard the whole story, or that the
Biageio Rucci, as well as the purported reasons hard to swallow the notion that Gerety's actions College will find Rucci easy to replace,
for firing shocking. were not influenced somewhat by the unionization The next time the administration fires an employee,
Seniors may remember the demise of the vote. it should not be because they were unable to recognize
last director of security, though it came under The real story probably lies somewhere and mediate personnel problems. The signs were evident
very different circumstances. In the fall and between the two extremes. Rucci's problems with of the immense discontent within the Security office,
winter of the 1986-87 academic year the security the guards, combined with the threat of Rucci may have been the ogre his employees claim he
situation had reached a crisis: non-students unionization, may have made his dismissal seem was. He may have been a tough but fair boss. But
roamed the halls of North Campus; car and dorm like the most prudent course of action. someone should have picked up on the problem,
theft reached an alarming rate; a guard was even If this is the case, so be it. But the Tripod is not Someone should have seen it coming.
caught engaged a compromising situation with a
female companion in an unoccupied student
office.
Today, Security has' a different image.
Students still gripe about parking tickets, but
security alerts are no longer daily occurrences,
walking patrols have reduced the fear of assault,
shuttles run on or near an organized schedule and
problems between students and guards are even
more rare than they once were.
The dubious image still exists, but the fact
is Trinity became a safer place with Rucci and his
guards protecting its students.
The Tripod was shocked, therefore, to learn
that the relationship between the guards and
Rucci had reached a point which could only be
solved by the latter's dismissal. How could things
have gone so wrong?
Perhaps Rucci's management style, learned
on the city streets with the Hartford Police
Department, was too militaristic for civilian
guards. But couldn't this problem have been
worked out before the guards saw unionization
as their best recourse?
Was Rucci asking too much of the guards,
or were the guards used to the days of lax dicipline
under Rucci's predecessor? Whatever the reasons,
the Tripod is dissapointed that no one, including
ourselves, saw this problem brewing.
Rucci was reported to be an impatient and
tyrannical boss. Other accounts indicate that
Rucci may have been forced out to facilitate the
administration's anti-union position. Rucci's
firing was not a tradeoff. The administrarion
probably did not sacrifice Rucci to prevent
organized labor.
Though the Tripod finds it hard to believe
that the administration would stoop to measures
Academics, Not Image
"We will fight you for our faculty, tooth and nail
and salary and city—we want the best and we will have
the best. There must be no better place to teach and no
better place to do research,"
Sound distant, but familiar? It should.
At his inauguration President Gerety
renewed Trinity's commitment to academic
excellence, promising to cure the College of the
malaise which troubled it.
Step aside, if you please, Mr. Businessman
President, we've found ourselves an Education
President. The crowd applauded, the professors
smiled and the students wondered whether they
were really going to have to work harder.
With a term behind him, however, President
Gerety has proved long on promises (or would
promise be more accurate) and short on academic
initiative.
Gerety has been a very busy man. As the
newly coronated leader of the College, the President
was obliged to keep a hectic travel schedule,
introducing himself to Trinity's supporters across
the country. Though this has kept him away from
the College, it is a necessary part of the job.
And then there was the Racial Harassment
Policy. Though it fell slightly short of the
achievements that had been set for it, this document
served notice that the College has a commitment to
diversity not just in theory, but in practice as well.
But where are the academic initiatives the
College community was led to expect? After all,
there is certainly room for improvement.
What the majority of the members of this
College want, and what Trinity needs, is bold
academic leadership. As the College steps away
from the open curriculum, it needs someone to fill
the breach by proposing a dynamic, innovative
curriculum which will provide the best of a liberal
arts education. For example:




each department and help facilitate these goals.
Perhaps the President doesn't have time to
work out the details, but Trinity has Dean of Faculty
Jan Cohn, who has proven herself more than capable
of fleshing out any ideas proposed in broad strokes.
The business of this college is education, and
thataloneshouldmakeitthePresident'sfirstpriority.
It is not enough to say that the faculty and students
are in pretty good shape, because everyone knows
that they can be better.
It is time for the education president to put his
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All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310 The
Tripod can be reached at 297-2583.
Editor's note: The following
is anew column to be written by
Mike Pina, President of the Pan
African Alliance. This column
was written by Jean St. Louis and
Otis Bryant of the PAA.
Cheryl I. Smith, attorney for
Trinity and interim director of
Security, is obstructing the efforts
of the Pan African Alliance to
bring Don Muhammad back to
Trinity. Minister Muhammad is
tentatively scheduled to lecture
on Tuesday March 6 in the Wash-
ington Room. His topic is the
black leaders of the 1960's.
Due to the inability of that
facility to accomadate the hun-
dreds of people who will want to
attend, the Pan-African Alliance
requested to hold the event in the
gymnasium. In this way, Trinity
students, faculty, and members of
the Hartford community would
be able to attend. Cheryl Smith,
after some debate, refused this
request stating that she believed
that the gymnasium is too diffi-
cult to secure and that Trinity does
not have the finances to hire a
consultant to assess the people
power needed to make it safe.
Pan-African Alliance con-
tacted a professional security
consultant, not affiliated with the
Nation of Islam, who determined
that due to the location of the
entrances, and the structure of
gymnasium which facilitates ef-
fective management of the crowd,
the gymnasium would be easier to
secure.
The Pan-African Alliance
feels that holding the lecture in
the Washington Room will place
an unfair burden upon Trinity
students, faculty and the mem-
bers of the Hartford community
who have a right to attend the
event and many of whom will be
prevented from doing so because
of lack of space.
Cheryl Smith has limited
Don Muhammad to an entourage
of five people, whether they are
personal bodyguards, ministers,
friends or even his wife. Even
after conveying such logistical
matters to some Pan-African Al-
liance Executive Board members,
Smith still proceeded to question
one of its group members in search
of information that may have not
been disclosed to her!
She then proceeded to en-
force her decisions upon Minister
Muhammad. A letter, equivalent
to an ultimatum, was sent to the
Minister requesting his signature
of agreement primarily to restrict
the composition of the audience
to Trinity students and faculty.
The letter also included reference
to a complaint filed With the Racial
Harassment Board about Minis-
ter Muhammad's alledged anti-
Semetic remarks during during
his last visit to Trinity.
Don Muhammad refused to
sign the letter contending that ii
was he who was the victim <j
racial harassment, barragedbya'
the negative propaganda priori"
his lecture onNovember21,iy»-
He also does not wnat to incrimi-
nate himself as an anti-Semiie.
Cheryl Smith has stated that re-
fusal to sign and return the le K
would cause cancellation oi w
lecture. „,
After a volatile fall semester.
Minister Muhammad return w
Trinity will draw increased meo-
atention and a larger croŵ
Cheryl Smith believes the con;
trart and therefore does notseein*
need to have the rent in the %W_
If security measures v*
implemented to deal with a crow
of 500 (the capacity of thes wa"
ington Room) as opposed tow
inevitable show up at the lecui •
Smith will be setting hersei"!
for a recurring crisis that this nn
may be beyond her control.
Finally, itmustbe stated !
d k any »»Finally,Smith does not make any
sions nor implement any ^
concerning Minister
Muhammad's upcoming
without the consent of rresiu
Tom Gerety.
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Harassment Committee Clarifies Policy
To the Editor:
Since the creation of the Trin-
ity Racial Harassment Policy,
several people have raised ques-
tions about the interpretation of
the policy and its relationship to
other principles and policies that
guide our institution. We share
these concerns. We have been
meeting regularly since Septem-
ber for the purpose of clarifying
the grievance procedures and re-
fining the committee's interpre-
tation of the policy. In this letter,
we would like to describe our
current consensus on racial har-
assment, and invite the contribu-
tions of every member of the Trin-
ity community as the policy con-
tinues to evolve.
We are often asked how we
can reconcile the racial harass-
ment policy with the principles of
free speech and academic free-
dom, principles fundamental to
the intellectual life of the college.
We are acutely aware of this di-
lemma, and partly in response to
it we have adopted a narrow con-
ception of harassment. Harass-
ment, in our view, resembles
"fighting words," as defined by
the Supreme Court as words which
"have a direct tendency to cause
acts of violence by the person to
whom, individually, the remark is
addressed." (see Houston v. Hill,
107 S. Ct. 2502, 2510 [1987].)
We think thatharassmentincludes
fighting words, but also includes
language or actions that carry with
them an implicit threat of vio-
lence, or express hostility repeat-
edly and deliberately over a pe-
riod of time.
We feel that this interpreta-
tion minimizes the conflict with
freedom of speech. To clarify
this, consider the rationale for free
speech: We value free speech
because it insures the communi-
cation of ideas, and wevalue the
communication of ideas because
it is through dialogue and discus-
sion that a community can ap-
proach the truth. The democratic
faith in the the free exchange of
ideas runs deep, and underlies our
tolerance for the expression of
even very odious ideas - the proc-
ess of dialogue will expose the
error of those ideas, and thereby
strengthen the communal aware-
ness of the truth. Now consider
the effect of harassment on the
exchange of ideas. A racial or
ethnic slur destroys the possibil-
ity of dialogue. The harasser, by
means of a slur, violently excludes
the victim from any dialogue by
means of a virulent ad hominem
attack. A racial epithet is hardly
"speech" at all, and our meta-
phors reflect this: an epithet is
"hurled" as if it were a stone.
Ideas, however revolting, are
never "hurled." For these rea-
sons, the effect of harassment is
analogous to violence. This is
why we condemn it, and why our
committee will take disciplinary
action against anyone found guilty
of harassment.
Since we interpret harass-
ment narrowly, we distinguish it
from remarks that express racial
or ethnic intolerance without being
overtly harassing. Such insensi-
tive remarks, sometimes made in
ignorance of their bigotry, can
deeply offend everyone who hears
them; nonetheless, they do not
destroy the possibility of dialogue
and so we find them to be pro-
tected under the principle of free
speech. However, our committee
need not be silent on cases of
offensive but not harassing
speech. We hope that cases of
offensive speech or behavior will
also be brought up for considera-
tion. In such cases, we feel that
we might perform two helpful





I write to express my views
about the Giancarlo Esposito lec-
ture. I believe that in his discus-
sion about racism, Giancarlo
expressed what I hope is the belief
of the Trinity Community. This
belief is that while a great many
injustices have been and continue
to be perpetrated against blacks,
these injustices are not the result
of a "white conspiracy." The
mood on campus after the Nation
of Islam speakers came to Trinity
was one of polarization. These
speakers told the white commu-
nity, en masse, that the injustices
done to blacks were our collective
fault, and told the black commu-
nity to empower themselves and
to rise up against white oppres-
sion. I believe that this message is
fundamentally at odds with what
is good for all people, black and
white. The idea of placing collec-
tive blame on an entire race uses
the same logic as a racist uses
when he condemns an entire race
for its color. Giancarlo reminded
us that having this "one sided
mentality" is bad for all. Preju-
dice comes from this sort of blam-
ing mentality. When a black
person sees every white person as
an oppressor who needs to be
overcome we arrive at a situation
where there is no hope of under-
standing each other.
The problem of prejudice is
an insiduous one which needs
communal effort to be overcome.
When there is a concept of collec-
tive blame there can never be an
end to prejudice. There is no
white racist conspiracy, there are
only individual racists.
Philip Graham '92
we can help determine what hap-
pened in the incident in question,
independent of the wildfire of
rumor. Second, we can help the
offendingparty recognize why his
or her comments were insensitive
or intolerant. To further these
aims, we have added to ourproce-
dures the opportunity to hear
complaints informally. Any
member of the Racial Harassment
Grievance Committee may be
called upon to mediate informally
between a complainant and some-
one accused of offensive speech
or behavior. In these ways, we
hope we can foster the dialogue
that is essential for mutual under-
standing and the elimination of
racism and other forms of intoler-
ance.
We hope this letter helped to
clarify our understanding of the
harassment policy and the role of
the committee. We are often asked
how we would rule on various
hypothetical cases. It is usually
impossible to respond to such
questions: every case depends on
the context and details of the
events in question. Like any pol-
icy, the Racial Harassment Policy
will be clarified primarily in prac-
tice, through the hearing of cases
and through a dialogue between
the committee and everyone at
Trinity. (To facilitate this dia-
logue, we have placed several
articles on racial harassment on
reserve at the library circulation
desk.) We invite you to help us in
our work. If you think you have
been a victim of bigotry, please
speak out to any member of the
committee. If you have questions
or thoughts about the policy and
procedures, please inform us. We
look forward to the day when the
boisterous interchange of ideas
and perspectives is free of all
bigotry. We look forward to a














World and Nation Article on Reform,
Soviet Role in Czechoslovakia Misguided
To the Editor:
I would like to address the
World & Nation article in a recent
issue of the Tripod written by
Derek Beach. The article dealt
with the new reforms and demon-
strations in Czechoslovakia.
There are several clarifications
which I feel need to be made.
My first point of contention
with the article came when Mr.
Beach stated that Bratislav is the
capital of Slovakia. The capital of
Slovakia is Bratislava, npt Brati-
slav. Not recognizing this mis-
take, al though it may appear minor
to many Americans, is an insult to
all Czechs and Slovaks alike.
My second point of conten-
tion comes with the passage in
Mr. Beach's article that reads "It
is laudable that Czechoslovakia
has gone against all odds and
gambled on change. But are they
ready? Can they change the cha-
otic masses of protestors into any
form of workable national gov-
ernment?" I am excited that
Czechoslovakia is seeing some
reform. But, let's not be so naive
as to assume that Czech leaders
actually supported the 'revolution
in the streets'. We would do well
to remember that on the night of
November 17,1989, when 50,000
demonstrators assembled on
Wenceslas Square in Prague, it
was the Czech government that
threatened to use military force to
crush the demonstrations that had
grown massive. The Czech gov-
ernment fears change and it would
prefer that the citizens of Czecho-
slovakia keep their mouth shut,
and their heads down with their
noses to the grindstone. Further-
more, the Czech government takes
its orders directly from the Krem-
lin and does what Gorbachev
wants. So, it would not be right to
say that Czechoslovakia 'took a
chance' on democracy, as if it had
any say in the matter.
The reason Eastern Europe is
changing is not because the people
of these oppressed countries sud-
denly realize that they have a
chance at freedom. It again stems
from Gorbachev. Why would he
suddenly decide to loosen his
stranglehold on the satellites? Was
he having a good day? Or is there
a reason behind this 'reform' in
Eastern Europe? As to the ques-
tion of whether Czechoslovakia
is ready for change, I can only say
that it has been ever since the time
of its inception. Let me also
mention that at these demonstra-
tions were not 'chaotic masses'.
At one point, there were over
500,00 people demonstrating in
Prague. There was little looting.
Just people standing shoulder to
shoulder, proud, orderly, and
determined. They sang the na-
tional anthem, they prayed, and
they chanted.
"Czechoslovakiaignored this
warning and continued with
Dubcek's reforms, only to be
brutally crushed by the tank divi-
sions of the Warsaw Pact," wrote
Beach in his article. Dubcek was
a Communist and he, to put it
politely, sold out the the Soviet
Union. The reforms never had a
chance when they were being led
by a Communist who knew deep
in his heart of hearts that he was
on the side of the Kremlin. He
was used by the Soviet Union, he
was the classic scapegoat and yet,
today, many people still revere
him as the father of "socialism
with a human face".
Mr. Beach's talk of how he
met a girl from Bratislava brings
me to my next point. He muses
about how she is handling the
political situation in Czechoslo-
vakia and wonders, "and will she
ever understand the concept of
democracy?" Are we to think that
democracy can only be compre-
hended by the 'civilized' coun-
tries'? She may not have the same
definition of democracy that the
history fell us is right. Bui; she
will see the democracy, if it comes,
when she can travel freely over-
seas (without having to go to ten
different bureaus and wait six
months for a visa). She will see it
when she can make telephone calls
overseas to relatives and not have
to wonder who is taping the call.
She will see it when her letters
some to her uncensored; when the
postcards from America arrive
intact and have not been stolen by
her mailman. She will also see it
when she is able to participate in
a true democratic election. When
presents she sends to her family
overseas arrive intact, she will see
democracy. She will recall how
packages containing six wine
glasses used to arrive with one
glass intentionally smashed to bits
just because a Czech customs
officer felt like smashing it.
When these kinds of 're-
forms' are seen, only then will we
be able to stand back and say that




New Gay/Lesbian Group Needed at Trinity
To the Editor;
We have been made aware of
the need at Trinity for another
group for gay and lesbian per-
sons. Some persons, in the proc-
ess of discovering their sexual
The opinions expressed in these letters do not
necessarily reflect the views, thoughts, opinions.
or beliefs of the Tripod as a whole or in part.
orientation, are not interested in
or ready for the style of 'being
out' and political activism of the
Trinity Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-
ual Alliance. They wish a more
confidential group in which with
others they could find support and
understanding as they seek to
discover more about themselves.
We have agreed to be the
contact persona for such a group
and will keep all names and infor-
mation within the professional
confidentiality of our offices.
If you would like to make
contact with this group, please
drop a note orcall either one of us.
Sincerely, '.
George C. Higgins
Director of Counseling Center
Alan C. Tull
Chaplain
Write the Tripod - Box 1310
Trinity's Public Forum
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Esposlto Expounds on Racism
-By Mary Ann Brooks-
News Writer
Giancarlo Esposito, who
portrayed "Buggin' Out" in the
recent Spike Lee film Do The
Right Thing, spoke about his
acting role in the movie last
Wednesday before a capacity
crowd in the Washington room.
Esposito began his talk by
reflecting on his early childhood
life. He grew up as a young
Italian Black in several different
countries but admitted that he
had never really encountered
racism until he came to the United
States. Having lived in Europe
until his teens, Esposito had a
hard time identifying with the
Black community when he
immigrated to America.
It was in America that the
actor became more fully aware
of racism. His personal beliefs
were influenced by the teachings
of Muhatma Ghandi, Martin Lu-
ther King, as well as the political
action of Malcolm X.
Esposito stressed through-
out his discussion awareness of
the stereotypical roles in televi-
sion and films is essential if ra-
cism in this country is to be curbed.
At one point he asked the
audience, "How are we going to
understand the negative stere-
otypes of ourselves?"
He contends that the answer
lies within our own self-examin-
tion, as well as an examination of
the society which perpetuates such
stereotypical attitudes. He ex-
plained that Do The Right Thing
was a mirror of a society that
promotes racism in a variety of
forms, and that it hopes to show
how racism can destroy a com-
munity.
He confided that he liked the
film because it dealt with how
humans treat each other, that it
put opinions out in the open which
the audience then had to ponder,
and that it just plain made people
think.
Esposito also discussed the
negative stereotypes which he had
encountered as an actor for televi-
sion, and how he decided to turn
down stereotypical roles framed
for black men.
Throughout the speech,
Esposito's realization that his
acting was making a political
statement, and not just something
with which to pay the bills, was
clearly evident as he provided the
audience with a personal tour of
one man's acting career, and the
same man's plight to free Amer-
ica of racism.
Morton Speaks on Amish Ailment
Cont. from Page 1
bills by working the night shift in
the newborn intensive-care unit
at the Bryn Mawr Hospital in a
Philadelphia suburb near his
home The funds for his research
on the Amish for the most part do
not come from the Amish, but
from private and corporate do-
nors. And the time that Dr. Mor-
ton spendsmakingdiagnosis's and
presenting treatments comes
simply from his innate desire to
help other people.
"You can breathe a lot easier
if, while you're doing your re-
search, you know that all you have
to do is break even and not worry
about making a profit," he mused.
Yet while the Amish may not
contribute monetary funds to Dr.
Holmes's research, he is quick to
give credit to the personal contri-
butions of collected knowledge
which many the Amish families
have donated.
"They're the real experts [on
gluteric aceduria]," Dr. Holmes
said in a lecture given at Trinity
last Thursday night. "I'm just a
medical tourist."
Dr. Holmes also gave credit to
Frank Allen, iheWall Street Jour-
nal reporter who brought
Holmes's work to the attention of
many Americans with a front page
article last fall. The future of Dr.
Holmes's work looked bleak af-
ter his grant application was turned
down by the National Institute of
Health, but as a result of the ar-
ticle Dr. Holmes is now planning
to construct aclinic near the Amish
community where he works. The
Writing Center
Announces Associates
Special to the Tripod
The College's Writing
Centerrecently announced its
Writing Associates for the
Spring semester. The Asso-
ciates program, in which stu-
dents act as peer tutors as well
as teaching assistants, is cur-
rently in its second year at
Trinity.
A integral part of the
Writing Center, the Associ-
ates tutor weekdays from nine
A.M. to 9:30 P.M. except
Fridays, when the center
closes at four P.M. In addi-
tion to the selected Associ-
ates, several students tutor
who do not take part in the
program.
Students filed applica-
tions for the Associates posi-
tions last fall, and the selec-
tions were made by a com-
mittee of current program
members and faculty. New
Associates work a minimum
of two hours weekly in the
Writing Center and are en-
rolled in Writing 302, a sur-
vey course taught by Writing
Center director Beverly Wall.
Associates may retain
their positions for the dura-
tion of their stay at Trinity.
The tutors specialize in a vari-
ety of topics, from English
Literature to Psychology and
Economics.
On February I, the re-
modeled Writing Center was
unveiled, complete with two
computers and a printer to fa-
cilitate word processing. The
Center aims at satisfying the
writing needs of all students,
from basic proof reading to dis-
cussion of thesis topics or crea-
tive writing.
Students arc encouraged
to take advantage of the new
Center and of the Writing As-
sociates program.
The new Writing Associ-
ates for 1990 are: Alfie Bing-
ham '92, Mary Ann Brooks
'92, Kate Cadette '93, Patrick
Dailey '91, Hilary Di Stefano
'91, Catherine Edwards '91,
Christopher Foster '92,Megan
Fox '92, Brian Garrity '91,
Maura Gedid '92, Laura
Gunderson '93, Ron Irwin '92,
Timothy J. Moynihan '92, Pa-
tricia Pierson '92, Joseph
Reilly '91 and Lisa Sullivan
'92.
clinic will be funded solely by
private and corporate donations.
Holmes Morton enrolled at
Trinity in 1975, as part of the IDP
program, and then went on to study
at the Harvard Medical School.
He credited Trinity with provid-
ing him the best science educa-
tion he received in school, and
lauded the efforts of Messrs.
DePhilips and Mace. Most im-
portantly, he said that his science
teachers here taught him how to
think about science, not just how
to work with it.
DrJ Holmes is confident that
gluteric aceduria and its side ef-
fects are treatable if not curable,
and contends that the only thing
which stands in the way is the
attitude which Americans have as
to what they do with their money.
He said bluntly that "we've got to
stop putting so much money into
making tanks and bombers and
put more moriey into having clean
water and sewer systems." He sees
an immediate need for better rural
health care, and confides that the
the problem is not medical, but
political.
"There is implicit in my un-
derstanding [of the disease] that
there is a need for a kind of health
care that can change the course of
this disease," he said.
That kind of health care is not
intangible; and through the ef-
forts of Dr. Morton and those who
look up to him it will hopefully
soon be a reality.
Author's note: Although it is easy
to silently applaud Dr. Morton's
work, what, the clinic and the.
Amish need right now is increased
financial support. This is not to
say that money makes the world
go around, only that it pays for the
supplies which Dr. Holmes and
those who workwith him need. He
setflessly supplies the labor, it is
up to us to provide the tools. Please
sendyour donation to: The Clinic
for Special Children, Inc., 624
Brookside Avenue, St. Davids
PA, 19087.
Security Blotter
Friday, February 2 at 8:35 p.m. - Ferris: Woman visitor com-
plaining of chest pain was transported to Hartford Hospital via
ambulance. Subject was watching friend when she experienced a
sharp pain in her neck and left side. Subject also had some stomach
pain and stated she had consumed a couple of drinks earlier in the
evening.
Saturday, February 3 at 12:25 a.m. - High Rise Dorm: Security
Officer responding to a complaint of unwanted person in the dorm,
encountered two males coming from elevator. Subjects asked for ID
and became belligerent to Security Officer and Hartford Police
Officer. Subjects intoxicated and holding a beer as they exited
elevator. Subjects asked to remain in elevator while officer checked
out report of broken glass. Subjects disregarded same and followed
Security Officer and Hartford Police Officer, who at the conclusion
of original complaint was arrested for interfering with a police
officer.
Saturday, February 3 at 11:01 p.m. - A.D. Fraternity: Student
reported that he had been assaulted outside of location. Students
stated the two had been refused entry to a party at location. As
Security Officer was taking statement he heard the sound of break-
ing glass. Security Officer checked same and saw a gray vehicle pull
away from Boardwalk/Park Place Lot and a blue van pull away from
Boardwalk/Park Place Lot. Security Officer found several vehicles
which had been vandalized.
Sunday, February 4 at 1:50 a.m. - Ogilby: Student reported
suspicious activity in parking lot. Upon arrival of Security Officer
a blue van parked at location. Occupants stated they were waiting
for someone to come from A.D. party. Van apparently the same as
the one seen exiting Boardwalk/ Park Place Parking Lot earlier.
Hartford Police contacted and spoke with subjects. Student as-
saulted could not positively ID occupants as one who assaulted him.
Occupants stated they did not know anything about earlier incident.
Monday, February 5 at 1:00 p.m. - 123/125 Vernon Street:
Contractor working in building reported that some unknown person(s)
had removed a Panasonic answering machine and an AT&T tele-
phone. Items had been placed on top of his desk. Additionally, a few
hand tools were taken from the unbaked desk.
Wednesday, February 7 at 1:15 p.m. - Ferris Road by Field-
house: Employee reported that on Tuesday February 6 at 5:15 p.m.
he was verbally harassed by several non-students. Employee was
walking when he heard a male voice state, "I'm going to take your
money." Employee was not approached and youths left area.
Wednesday, February 7 at 9:23 p.m. - Social Center: Student
reported seeing a male walking with a piece of electronic equipment
under his coat. Security Officer approached same and found that
subject was carrying a turntable. Subject states he was coming from
a friend's house. Hartford Police contacted and took subject and
"unclaimed property."
Saturday, February 10 at 12:20 a.m. - Mather Hall: Student
attempted to enter a party without paying the admission. Student
advised he could not enter and became agitated with monitor. A
minor shoving match ensued between the two students. Students
came to Security Office to resolve conflict. Student who attempted
to enter party appeared to be under the influence of alcohol.
Administrator on Call notified.
Soviet TV Hits Trinity
Cont. from Page 1
Soviet television to help students understandably found the Ameri-
of Russian increase their fluency
and vocabulary, and will also be a
valuable research tool for students
in such areas as political science
and history.
Although Muzur and his friend
Igor Serebriakov, both Soviets
who are studying at Trinity this
year, do not watch the Soviet
newscasts as much as they would
like, Serebriakov in particular
finds the Soviet broadcasts a
welcome change from the U.S.'s
adulterated coverage of Soviet
affairs.
"American television just
shows one side of our lives: the
political," he said. "They don't
show any of the social life in the
Soviet Union."
And while American televi-
sion does provide a convenient
source of news for the two, much
of what is said just goes right by
them.
"I only understand about fifty
percent of what is said," Mazur
chuckled.
The two visiting Soviets have
can higher education system a bit
unsettling. They report that in the
U.S.S.R., there are no liberal arts
colleges as such; a student chooses
a field of study after graduation
from high school, then attends the
specific academic institution
which corresponds to that field.
But both Igor and Yan concur that
drawing parallels or making
comparisons of the two systems
does not do justice to either.
"It's really different....it's
impossible to explain," Sere-
briakov admitted. "Some aspects
of the Soviet system are better and
some aspects of the American
system are better. Students here
can choose their subjects; in our
country we can not do it."
Serebriakov finds the Ameri-
can teaching style puzzling,
however.
"In many cases I do not under-
stand why I have to go to a lecture,
then read a book, then take a test.
All on the same thing. I learned it
the first time. I not used to learn-
ing the same thing three times."
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Reverend Tull Reflects On Twenty-Five Years
-By Mary Ann Brooks-
News Writer
In a recent letter to the Trin-
ity community, the Rev. Dr. Alan
C. Tull announced his plan to
retire as the school's chaplain, a
position which he has held for the
past twenty-five years. Dr. Tull
believes that this anniversary is a
good point to move on, and has
begun to consider the next step in
his career.
"Twenty-five years is a good
benchmark to think about these
things," said Dr. Tull, who in
June is embarking on his first
sabatical in twenty-six years. He
has the option to stay on a leave
of absence until the end of 1990.
The arrangement, made last year
with former President English,
will give him enough time to
explore the many possibilities
ahead of him. "I'm considering
Stanford University and studied
three years at the General Theo-
logical Seminary in New York
City. He spent the next three
years as a country parson in East-
ern Utah, overseeing four differ-
ent congregations, two of which
were made up of Native Ameri-
cans. "I logged 180 miles per
Sunday," said Tull. He returned
to the General Theological Semi-
nary as a fellow and tutor, and
after spending a year on his dis-
some things," said Tull," but there
really isn't a rush, with eleven
months ahead of me."
As far as his future work is con-
cerned, Tull is already certain what
he wants to pursue. "I regard
myself as a teacher. That's why I
came to Trinity originally, so I
hope to continue." He added,"I
also feel like I'll have time to get
some ideas on paper - there are
some books that should be writ-
ten. Whatever I do in the future,
Ihope it's something that involves
people."
Tull, reflecting on his personal
experiences, recalled some of the
most noteworthy events of the
past twenty-five years. He dis-
tinctly remembers the Trinity sit-
in of 1968, when he spent four-
teen hours in his office negotiat-
ing the end of a dispute involving
the school's commitment to schol-
arships for minority students. And
he lauds the exceptional music in
the Chapel over the years, as well
as the cornucopia of exciting
people from all over the world
who have preached at Trinity.
One such speaker, Tull noted, was
the Lord Bishop of Oxford, who
had been Tull's graduate supervi-
sor in seminary. He recalled, as
well, when in 1966 the Trinity
Chapel held one of the first rock
& roll masses in the Episcopal
Church. "I actually recieved hate
mail by those accusing me of
bringing the 'hoodlum element'
into the Church," he said.
A native of Salt Lake City, Dr.
Tull was an undergraduate at
sertation there, came to Trinity to
teach in 1964. He was installed as
chaplain a year later, and recieved
his doctorate in 1968.
Since then, the Rev. Dr. Tull has
been involved in several student
groups. During the late 1960's,
he served as the faculty advisor to
a fraternity, no longer at Trinity.
Tull proudly adds that, during his
tenure here, more students have
gone on to the Episcopal seminar-
ies from Trinity than from any
other college in the country.
Tull is aiding the search proc-
cess for a new chaplain by sub-
mitting to President Tom Gerety
what he calls a "theological analy-
sis" of the job. "I've indicated
how I've seen the position change
over the past twenty-five years,
and what decisions will need to be
made in the future. I also believe
that a restructuring of the job is
needed." President Gerety is
expected to name a search com-
mittee for a new chaplain soon.
Continued from Page 1
ter Muhammed that resembled
a contract, expressing Smith's
concerns about security for the
event. The letter was sent to
Minister Muhammad without
the knowledge of PAA Presi-
dent Mike Pina. Smith could
not be reached for comment late
Monday night.
East meets West: Kalev Kask, Prof. West, and Yan Mazur. Staff Photo
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Rucci Asked to Resign Amidst Unionization Threat
Adams, Nash, and Haskell Inc. of
Cincinatti, Ohio, which has alocal
office in Avon. Unaware of the
firms' hiring, Gerety dismissed
the Cincinatti connection as pure
coincidence. Shortly after the firm
was hired, a series of meetings for
the security workers were set up
by Willson and Kathy Rieflin,
Associate Director of Human
Resources.
Many guards were reluctant
to attend the first meeting. None-
theless, an unidentified Security
guard indicated that the other
guards were obligated to attend.
According to Willson, the issue
of mandatory attendance was
never raised, and the meetings
were designed as "information
sessions, to get [the
administration's] point of view
across." They were also, she said,
an opportunity for guards to ask
questions about how unionization
would effect their immediate
circumstances.
After researching the union
which the guards were consider-
ing, United Plant Guard Workers
of America (UPGWA), and the
guards grievances, the two hu-
man resources workers believed
that the. issue of complaint against
management was not a negotiable
item in a union contract. That
issue was central to the workers at
Trinity, because of the allegedly
poor working relationship be-
tween the guards and Rucci.
Willson and Rieflin then told the
guards of their findings in that
meeting. "Following that meet-
ing, most of the guards asked when
the next meeting would be held,"
according to Willson.
Shortly after Christmas,
Rucci was ordered to take a ten
day leave of absence by the ad-
ministration. According to the
source Rucci claims this measure
was taken to prevent him from
influencing the vote in any way,
although Rucci had stated he was
neutral about the union issue.
Rucci agreed not to report to work.
On the morning of January 6,
three days before the union vote,
Rucci reportedly received a tele-
phone call at his home from Presi-
dent Gerety. This call was con-
firmed by the source close to
Rucci. Gerety asked Rucci to
submit his resignation. "I asked
him to resign, having talked to the
[guards] . . .It seemed that he
[Rucci] was going in one direc-
tion and the guards were going in
another," said Gerety.
Rucci refused to submit his
resignation, unsure of the
administration's motives. Rucci
reportedly asked Gerety to recon-
sider the request, telling the Presi-
dent he could correct any wrongs.
Gerety responded to Rucci's re-
quest to reconsider the decision
by reportedly saying, "the waters
have already been muddied."
Later, on the morning of
January 6, Gerety met with the
security guards. At the meeting,
Gerety assured the guards that
Rucci had been removed from his
position as security director. He
told the guards "to vote for the
union if you feel like you need it."
Rucci's absence most likely influ-
enced the union vote; as the un-
identified guard said, "Rucci's
gone, so that helps things out a
lot."
The administration reportedly
suggested to Rucci's secretary, Liz







sonal momentos, such as his name
plate and wall adornments. The
Tripod's source claimed this step
was taken to eliminate any sign of
Rucci in the Security Office be-
fore the guards's January 9 vote.
Smith claimed that sugges-
tion could have "been part of the
general office overhaul" she un-
dertook when she became over-
seer of Security. Johnson had no
comment.
Despite the fact that 95 per-
cent of the security force had
signed union cards in November,
after the meetings with Willson
and Rieflin, the removal of Rucci
from his post, and the meeting
with Gerety, the force voted 14-4
not to unionize.
The faculty and staff have
expressed some concern over the
treatment of the matter. Said one
staff member who requested
anonymity, "They might want to
look at the work force as one big
happy family, but what kind of a
family is it where you're afraid to
talk to someone because you're
scared you might lose your job?"
Another staff worker admit-
ted, "We're not working here
because we want money to blow
at the mall, we're working be-
cause we have to. I've been here
for years, and I've never seen
morale so low."
Paul Murphy
'92, Eric Lorezini '90, David
Schultz [IDP], John W.M. Claud,
Mark L. Russell, and Hugh MM.
Anderson all contributed to this
story.
Meetings With Guards About Union
Drive Stirs Controversy
Special to the Tripod
A February 1 meeting of
administrators and various fac-
ulty members, led by Donna
Willson and Kathy Rieflin, Di-
rector and Associate Director of
the Human Rescources Depart-
ment, has created confusion
among those who attended about
Trinity's policy towards unioni-
zation on campus .
At the meeting Willson and
Rieflin reportedly told those in
attendance of how they had suc-
cessfully persuaded the previously
pro-union security guards to vote
"no" to unionization. While 19
out of 20 guards had initially
signed union cards, in the final
vote six weeks later, they reversed
their position and voted 14-4
against the formation of a union;
this was after several meetings
that Willson, Rieflin, and Presi-
dent Gerety had with security
guards.
Willson said that the Febru-
ary 1 meeting was nothing more
than a chance for Rieflin and her
to talk about their personal expe-
rience with the organizing drive,
in much the same way that, for
example, "the Women's Center
would host a presentation about
someone'strip to China." Willson
and Reflin have stated that Trinity
does not catagorically oppose
unions. However, several people
who attended felt the meeting was
designed to prepare administra-
tors to fight against possible fu-
ture union organizing efforts,
particularly among the clerical
workers.
"My impression was that it
was a practice in union bashing,"
confided one faculty who wished
to remain anonymous. Others
attending the meeting confirmed
that the underlying assumption of
the meeting was that Trinity
should actively oppose further
unionization. Reportedly, at the
meeting the question was raised,
"Since when was it the Trustees'
policy to be anti-union?", to which
Willson reportedly responded,
"It's not their policy, its their
desire."
At the meeting, guidelines
were distributed detailing the
"do's" and "don'ts" of dealing
with organizing attempts. The
controversial guidelines included
the reccomendation that manage-
ment tell "our story... [that] we
are opposed to the union." They
also warned workers that man-
agement has "the right to hire
permanent replacements for eco-
nomic strikers. Permanently re-
placed economic strikers have no
right under federal law to return to
their jobs at the endof their strike...
No Connecticut unemployment
benefits [are available to striking
workers]." Since Trinity is an
open campus some people who
saw the guidelines were concerned
about the recommendation to
"Immediately inform higher
management or Human Resources
of any 'outsiders' on our prop-
erty."
Since little explanation ac-
companied the distribution of the
"do's and don'ts," there was con-
fusion about the intent of the sheet,
according to sources. Some felt it
was a representation of official
Trinity policy. Rieflin and
Willson said it was merely a ge-
neric set of suggestions that they
had received from a friend who
specializes in labor/management
relations. Some people expressed
concerns that they chose a set of
recommendations with what they
felt was a clear anti-union bias.
Those who had questions
about the purpose of the meeting
and the position of the admini-
stration toward unionization re-
portedly did not feel comfortable
expressing those concerns at the
Feb. 1 meeting. Thus, the College
Chaplain Alan Tull and the Direc-
tor of the Counseling Center
George Higgins, who are bound
to confidentiality by their profes-
sional ethics code, volunteered to
collect any anonymous concerns
that people who attended might
have. This was agreed to, and
another meeting is to be held this
Thursday, February 15th, where
the anonymous concerns of those
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-By Mark Hazard Osmun-
USA Today
Five years ago, Arthur Hu
was flipping through college
yearbooks and noticed more
Asian faces.
"I had heard rumors about
admissions quotas," he said,
"so I started putting together
some statistics."
Hu, 31, a graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, puts statistics
together with a fury.
His numbers-crunching
has led to a federal bias inves-
tigation of the University of
California at Berkeley and put
the campus in an uproar.
His charge: The school's
affirmative action policy dis-
criminates against whites by
using quotas, forbidden under
a 1984 Supreme Court ruling.
He notes that 61 percent
of California high school
graduates are white, but only
41 percent of students on the
Berkeley campus are white.
"I'm trying to reform af-
firmative action the way (So-
viet leader Mikhail) Gorbachev
is reforming socialism," says
Hu. "You can't do the wrong
thing for the right reasons."
Hu, a computer program-
mer, lives with his wife outside
San Francisco. He's been a
concert violinist and writes a
column, "Hu's On First," for
Asian Week magazine.
He grew up in Renton,
Wash., where his father, a Chi-
nese immigrant, was a chemist.
Oldest of six kids, Hu won the
"Outstanding Youth Award" in
high school.
"We were one of those
amazing Asian families the
media likes to look at," Hu says.
"We all went to either Stanford
or MIT. We all won that award
in high school—then one of us
didn't. We felt it was because
people felt our family had al-
ready won too many. But there
you are: quotas!"
Hu's complaint has support
among some students. "If I were
white, I'd be irked," says fresh-
man Gabrielle Quinonez.
But there's been backlash.
Ling-chi Wang of the
university's Ethnic Studies Pro-
gram calls the probe "a danger-
ous, all-out assault on civil
rights."
Hu's brother is critical. "My
brother is now boycotting me,"
Hu says. "That's why people
don'tgetinvolved with stuff like
this."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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College in Iowa to Merge
With Japanese University
Westmar College at LeMars,
Iowa, will merge with a Japanese
university this spring, college
officials announced Monday.
As part of the merger with
Teikyo (pronounced Take ee o)
University of Tokyo, about 100
Japanese students will come to
the LeMars campus for English as
Second Language programs be-
ginning April 1, said President
Arthur Richardson.
The number of foreign stu-
dents at Westmar could reach 200
or 300 by fall, said Marsha
Melnichak, director of communi-
cations for the college.
Richardson insisted that
Teikyo is not buying the Iowa
college. "A buyout would mean a
loss of name and that all assets
would be transferred," Richardson
said.
"We're still keeping our
mission statement."
Westmar, founded in 1890,
is a private, liberal arts college
affiliated with the United Meth-
odist Church.
"We've always been an in-
novative college that looked at
global needs," said Melnichak.
The Japanese university has
similar arrangements with Regis
College in Denver, Colo., and
Salem-Teikyo University in Sa-
lem, W.Va.
The merger is still being
negotiated and details of how the
operation will work are sketchy,
said Melnichak. "We will be
merging assets and people," she
said.
Richardson said the Japanese
school would pay Westmar to add
faculty members as part of the
merger. "Later this week, there
will be a cash deposit of signifi-
cant numbers — in the seven-
figure range — that will be avail-
able immediately for faculty
upgrade in order to prepare to
receive the first 100 students the
first week of April," Richardson
said. He would not be more spe-
cific.
Richardson said he expected
negotiations to be completed
Monday, but added, "There's still
a chance that this whole thing
could fall through,"
He also said he expected the
number of international students
to eventually equal the 560 Ameri-
can students enrollment at West-
mar.
He acknowledged that such
an increase could create problems
of cultural differences in the
community, both for the incom-
ing students and Le-Mars resi-
dents. Another problem would be
finding places for the students to
live. "When the merger is com-
plete, we will spend time discuss-
ing those issues," he said.
Although the schools are
merging, there are no plans to
change the way Westmar is gov-
erned. Under the agreement,
Westmar will keep its board of
directors, Richardson said. He also
said he had agreed to stay as col-
lege president.
Teikyo has nine campuses in
Japan with 13,000 students and
also has campuses in London and
Germany. "They are really mov-
ing into international education,"
said Paul Brpcker, director of
public affairs at Regis College in
Denver.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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Clash of the Trojans:
Condoms vs. Clean Water
-By Diane Katz-
The Detroit News
WINDSOR, Ontario — No
one anticipated the peculiar im-





Every Drake University resi-
dence hall room that houses a full-
time freshman next year will be
equipped with a Macintosh SE
computer and ImageWriter
printer, according to Drake presi-
dent Michael Ferrari.
The project carries a price
tag of about $1 million and will
raise the freshman room fee $275
above that of upperclass students
living in the Des Moines, Iowa
residence halls, Ferrari said.
The plan puts Drake on a
growing list of colleges and uni-
versities that are integrating
computer systems into their resi-
dence halls, some in special
computer labs; some, like Drake,
in individual dorm rooms.
"We feel the undertaking with
the dormitory project in 1990 will
be the first of its kind anywhere in
the country, and it will set Drake
out as a leader in the computer-
intensive campus," said Randy
Jennings, regional manager for
Apple Computer's Great Plains
region.
"To the best of our knowl-
edge at Apple, Drake is the first
university to make the computers
available to all freshmen in their
rooms and bundle that as part of
the dorm fee.
"Other colleges might offer
the computers within the dorms in
a computer lab, but this program
makes the computers a part of the
room, like the bed or the desk or
the shelves. This furthers the stu-
dents' immersion in computer
technology."
Jennings also said the level
of technology available to each
student is unprecedented. "We
have not only computers, butprint-
ers and full datacommunication
abilities in every room," he said.
"Every machine is completely
networked into Drake's overall
computer network."
About 400 rooms in the resi-
dence halls will be equipped with
a computer, a 20-megabyte hard
drive, an Apple ImageWriter II,
Microsoft Word 4.0 and Excel
2.2, according to the college.
Apple and Drake have been
working together since 1986 to
create a computer-intensive uni-
versity and Ferrari said he thought
the additional system would bene-
fit any incoming student.
"There will be varying de-
grees of interest, I'm sure," he
said. "Whether they're artists,
physicists, or business students, I
think they 're just simply going to
want to have (the system). This
will make it accessible and af-
fordable to our students."
The university plans to offer
an extensive training course ex-
plaining the software and VAX
linking for the freshmen in the
early fall, Ferrari said. The sys-
tem will also enable students to
connect with the computerized
systems of campus libraries next
year.
"Computer literacy is the
hallmark of an educated person,
certainly now, and it will be more
so in the future," Ferrari said. He
said the room fee for freshmen
will be $2,075, By including this
computer fee in the cost of the
room, financial aid will be able to
cover it for students who could
not afford it otherwise, he added.
Freshmen who bring a Macin-
tosh, IBM or IBM-compatible
computer to Drake with them wil 1
not have to pay the fee for the
computer in the room.
Upperclass students may also
have a computer placed in their
room for $275 for the year, to be
included in the room fee, but they
will not be required to have one,
he said. If one student in a room
wants to have the computer but
the other does not, the fee would
be between $275 and $550, but
the details are not firm yet.
By the time the computer
package is paid off in three to four
years, Ferrari said it would be
likely that the university will have
to upgrade the equipment.
The project will be self-fund-
ing and will not use money from
university fundraising efforts or
tuition fees.
The approximate $1 million
price tag will also include com-
puter furniture that is needed in
some rooms and Rolm phones to
replace those without dataports.
Microsoft provided a grant for
purchasing both Word 4.0 and
Excel 2.2.
The computers will benefit
students in both an academic sense
and a world view, Ferrari said,
"Computer-equipped residence
hall rooms will enrich the educa-
tional experience of our students,
and the program will also enable
them to reach out literally to the
world."
Through the VAX main-
frame, which every residence hall
room now has access to, students
can connect with other universi-
ties nationwide and worldwide.
The details of installing
computers in the rooms have not
been worked out, said Ferrari and
Robert Lutz, director of comput-
ing and telecommunications, Both
said they expected acommittee of
residence hall staff, computer
personnel and students to be or-
ganized soon.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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Condoms are clogging the
new sewage treatment system in
this Canadian city across the
Detroit River from Detroit.
As a precaution against AIDS
and other sexually transmitted
diseases, more, people are using
— and flushing away — more
prophylactics.
The result: a condom crisis
of sorts at the Little River sewage
treatmentplantthat serves abouta
third of Windsor and four adja-
cent communities.
Enough condoms to fill a 10-
gallon bucket each month are
escaping past a series of filters
during the treatment process.
They get caught on horizon-
tal ultraviolet light tubes used to
disinfect the water. The ultravio-
let system, installed in December,
is called—• of all things — the
Trojan 2000.
As the rubber stretches across
the bars, millions of gallons of
water are trapped, creating a
backup.
The treatmentplantmayhave
to install a screening system at a
cost of $250,000 to solve the
problem. Lou Romano, director
of Windsor's pollution control,
doesn't think he can change resi-
dents' flushing habits, "It's just
something in a household that's
almost impossible to police."
Detroit sewage officials said
that city's system is able to screen
out condoms.






course helps more students
score "over 40" than any
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Pioneering and Parity: Women in Sciences
-By Paul Overberg-
Gannett News Service
Alice Deckert always knew
she wanted to teach, but thought it
would be some place like her high
school in Newton, Kansas.
At the urging of her high
school chemistry teacher, she
aimed higher. Once through six
tough years of graduate chemis-
try workat Stanford, Deckert won
a post last summer at Holy Cross
College. It was one of eight five-
year professorships nationwide
created by a $70 million endow-
ment from Clare Booth Luce.
Across the country, women
in the sciences are somewhere on
the long road between pioneering
and parity. Although few depart-
ments or firms lack them, the need
for women is growing and special
programs are being set up to speed
their progress.
Just last week 19 schools
learned they would share $3.1
million from the Luce Fund to set
up full scholarships for more than
100 women pursuing graduate and
undergraduate studies in the sci-
ences.
"I think there will be many,
many firsts," said Melissa Top-
ping, associate director of the
Henry Luce Foundation, which
handles the Luce Fund. One rea-
son: None of the nearly 400 U.S.
engineering schools, where
women make up 4 percent of
tenured faculty, even applied for
the faculty grants.
Last month, a federal task
force recommended doubling the
number of women receiving sci-
ence and engineering degrees.
Women account for 15 percent of
employed scientists and engi-
neers; up from 9 percent in 1976.
"Our reading of the whole
thing is that it is a supply prob-
lem," said John Graves, chairman
of the chemistry department at
Princeton University, which won
Luce money after hiring a female
biochemist last summer.
"There's a fast track for
women with talent," Graves said.
That makes it difficult to recruit
them because it can cost up to
$300,000 beyond their salary for
Campus Briefs
SCHOOLS REQUIRE COMMUNITY SERVICE
Encouraging or requiring students to engage in community
service is a growing trend in U.S. public schools, say s February' s
-Teacher magazine.
The report says a small but growing number of school
systems, including those in Minnesota and urban districts such as
in Atlanta and Detroit, are making a certain number of commu-
nity service hours a high school graduation requirement. The
magazine says the practice is common in many private schools,
but the impetus for public service by public school students is
coming from the White House and educators who have tried the
approach and liked it.
One example: A Texas program called Valued Youth Part-
nership brought 95 potential school dropouts together from four
junior high schools to tutor younger students. The program was
credited with keeping many of the older students in school while
improving their attendance and reading scores as well.
The hope is that such programs will have a positive impact
on student values.
SCHOOL PUTS MONEY WHERE ITS MOUTH IS
Clark University, Worcester, Mass., has a new dining serv-
ice policy: a money-back guarantee.
Any students who don'tlike meals served in the university's
dining halls now have the right to demand their money back.
Students first have to contact a food services manager to com-
plain. The manager will ask if the student would accept a
satisfactory substitute — another of the meals being served that
day. If not, themanager will offerto fix the student a special meal.
If still not satisfied, the student will have his or her account
with the university credited with the price of the meal — $1,66
for breakfast, $3.32 for lunch and $4.99 for dinner. Cost of the
reimbursement will be shared by Clark University and Daka, the
food service contractor.
AN ALARMING STRIP SHOW
RAs evacuated residents of a University of California -
Riverside dorm in late November when a woman dancing a
steamy striptease in a lounge inadevertently set off the building's
fire alarm.
The alarm was triggered by a smoke machine the stripper,
who was hired by male hall residents "as a response" to female
residents' hiring of a male stripper earlier in the term, was using
in her act.
PRIMAL SCREAMS IN PSYCH CLASS
A huge, 1600-student introductory psychology class at the
University of Toronto was abruptly disrupted when many stu-
dents, heeding to a cue given at 12:25 on November 21, began
shouting as loudly as they could.
Students said they were organized by a student who had seen
a Molson beer ad urging readers to scream "out at the top of your
lungs during a psychology lecture."
Prof. Ketherine Covell was particularly upset by the incident
because the big class had been difficult to control all year. "They
first day (of the term)," she told the Canadian University Press,
"everyone was doing the wave."
Combined Wire Services
staff and equipment.
The problem is in some ways
just a part of America's 1980s
disinterest with science and engi-
neering careers. Surveys of col-
lege freshmen show interest in
science careers falling since 1982,
dropping most sharply in engi-
neering and the physical sciences,
according to the Higher Educa-
tion Research Institute at the
University of California at Los
Angeles.
But the shift looms more
ominously because of demograph-
ics. Unless immigration patterns
change sharply, 85 percent of new
workers in America will be
women or minorities by 2000. By
2010, the United States will need
560,000 more scientists and engi-
neers, according to the federal task
force.
Sue Kemnitzer, who served
as executive director of the fed-
eral task force on the problem,
points out that women earn about
45 percent of bachelor's degrees
in mathematics and make up 34
percent of medical students.
Science and engineering
study is different, however.
"When one goes to law school
and medical school, it's very dif-
ficult study, but very proscribed.
With engineering and the sciences,
it's very much more a subjective
process... and it's all very much
dependent on your relationship
with your adviser."
Advisers help students
choose what to study and control
access to lab time, grant money
and the powerful network of rela-
tionships that link researchers.
"I've seen ... good students
who just got discouraged—they
gave up after seven years," said
Benita Brink, hired as a biology
professor at Mundelein College
in Chicago with money from the
Luce Fund.
The vital role of mentors
accounts for the focus of efforts to
seed schools with women and
minority faculty who can help by
example as well as by deed.
In one approach, seven small
liberal arts schools in Ohio and
North Carolina have linked with
Duke University to nurture black
and women science students in a
host of simple ways, including
mentors. A $ 1.6 million grant from
the Pew Charitable Trust pays for
the experiment, one of six Pew
has fostered in a broad effort to
improve undergraduate science
education.
NASA Looking for Sleepers
-By Julie Morris-
Special to the Tripod
HOUSTON — Space re-
searchers here are looking for a
few good men who can spend up
toamonth in bed andsleep through
almost anything.
Dr. David Cardus says he
needs 20 healthy men ages 20 to
40 to take part in testing a sleep
chamber designed to help astro-
nauts battle rubbery muscles or
"space legs" caused by the lack of
gravity in space.
No female volunteers are
sought for the first tests. In tight
quarters, it's easier to use same-
sex subjects, Cardus says.
In the tests, Cardus will put
v olunteers to bed for two weeks to
a month to decondition their
muscles. Then they'll start sleep-
ing at night atop a platform rotat-
ing 18 to 20 times a minute to





"The Simpsons" — that
oddball, prime-time cartoon fam-
ily from the Fox network—soon
could be on your back, or in your
bed, or in your face.
The funky family has
spawned a slew of merchandise
tie-ins from shoes, linens and gum
to workout gear, watches andparty
favors.
"Welook at'The Simpsons'
as aproperty thathas the ability to
last for years and years," says
Fox's Al Ovadia.
"They could be one of the
major licensing issues of 1990,"
says Lindsey Crosby, spokesper-
sonforFromtheBibbCo.,Macon,
Ga. linen manufacturers.
Merchandisers hope to cash
in with more than 200 licensed
products. Due in stores between
now and September:
•T-shirts: Members of the
family cavortacross T-shirts ($13)
now being shipped to department
stores.
•Linens: Sleep with the
Simpsons, the bedding collection
to be released in September, in-
cludes sheets, pillows, comfort-
ers,bedspreads, and window treat-
ments.
•Workout clothes: In May,
look for lycra leggings, ($ 12-$ 15),
cropped and oversized T's ($15-
$18), and sweat socks for mom,
dad and the kids ($4-$6) in de-
partment stores. From Pel-Bar
Industries.
•Party favors: Paper hats,
horns, plates, napkins and table
covers feature party scenes and
son Bart-inspired sayings like
"party down, man." From Art-
faire, due out in June.
•Watches: Nelsonic's $12
digital watches with pop-up faces
of individual characters are avail-
able this spring, Also, analog
watches with a group shot and
appropriate sayings.
•Gum: In June, Amurol in-
troduces a 40-cent, 14-piece bag
of bubble gum, shaped like Bart's
head, which looks like a stubby
paper grocery bag.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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Earth's.
If the Artificial Gravity Sleeper
works as expected, the volunteers
should be able to reclaim muscle
power.
"These are going to have to
be people with certain psycho-
logical characteristics," says Car-
dus. No volunteer can be "a very
nervous person."
Cardus, a physiologist and
cardiologist with the Baylor Col-
lege of Medicine, is working on a
$665,000 NASA grant.
While in bed, the volunteers
can read, watch TV or do what-
ever they like, Cardus says, "as
long as they don't get up."
The sleep chamber could be
usednightly aboard the U.S.space
station and could eliminate cur-
rent preflight training designed to
prepare astronauts for the space
legs experience.
NASA aims to put eight
people on the space station for six
months in 1995.
Volunteers for the study,
expected to start by March 1, will
be paid an as yet undetermined
amount.
To volunteer, call (713) 797-
9443.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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Spring Intramural Events
FEBRUARY
INDOOR SOCCER FEB 20 - MARCH 23
ROSTERS DUE: FEBRUARY 15
-Send to B. Apfelbaum, Ferris Athletic Center
-Games will be played 7 -9 p.m. Monday -
Thursday in Unit-D
-5 players on the floor at a time including a goalie.
COED INNER TUBE WATER POLO MARCH 5
- MARCH 23
-Matches held 7 - 9 p.m. Monday - Thursday in
Pool
-Rules to be announced
500 METER ROWING ERGOMETER RACES
FEB 10
-Events for non-rowers male and female
-Events to be held in Wrestling room, Ferris Ath-
letic Center





-Interest in intramural preferably active
-Act as liaison between director and participants
• must no be involved with varsity sport in spring
-contact Jan Willard or B. Apfelbaum ext. 2070
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Racist Incidents Reported On 250 Campuses
-By Mike McQueen-
Gannett News Service
The words — racism, big-
otry, intolerance — have an ugly
ring. And actions they often de-
scribe — beatings, brawls, ven-
omous graffiti, careless slurs —
leave scars that are much uglier.
Incidents of bigotry have
been reported at 250 colleges since
the fall of 1986, says the National
Institute Against Prejudice and
Violence in Baltimore.
Targets of intolerance include
homosexuals, whites, Hispanics,
Jews, Asians and — in about 60
percent of the cases — Blacks.
"Our college campuses are a
microcosm of what's happening
in our society, and from what I see
on campuses we're in a lot of
trouble," says Reginald Wilson,
minority concerns director with
the American Council on Educa-
tion in Washington.
Some authorities say more
incidents may be reported because
the victims, raised in an age that
has little tolerance for bigotry,
report the acts against them. Oth-
ers say it may reflect a growing
resentment by whites, who per-
ceive minorities as getting special
treatment.
Mark Wright, 23, an engi-
neering student at the University
of Florida, says it was resentment
over affirmative-action programs
that prompted him last month to
found a white student union at the
University of Florida in
Gainesville.
"What about the poor white
people struggling to survive on
this campus and in this world?"
says Wright, a junior. "No one
speaks up for us."
Juan Vitali, a former presi-
dent of the Hispanic Student




If colleges want to overcome
the race problems erupting on
campuses across the country, they
should do what they do best —
teach.
Observers say many of the
problems stem from whites not
understanding minorities and their
cultures. The solution, says John
Davis, director of the Youth and
College Division of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, is for colleges
to do a better job of educating
students about cultural diversity.
Administrators, faculty and
students are still "very reluctant
to entertain the notion that racism
is alive on college campuses. They
keep calling these things 'isolated
incidents,' " Davis says.
Davis advocates tackling the
problem with freshman orienta-
tion courses. "Give a one-day
course on' Whatisdiversity?' and
understanding the characteristics
of a college campus."
Then, he says, schools need
to start presenting a more com-
plete and balanced curriculum of
Black history, and offer courses
on racism, discrimination and
cultural diversity.
These techniques would be a
step toward preventing racism,
Davis says, but when schools are
forced to react to racial incidents,
"they need to make these inci-
dents ground for academic disci-
pline, just like they would cheat-
ing on an exam or rape."
Students, though, aren't the
only university residents that lead-
ers need to concentrate on, says
Steve Klein, research associate at
the Martin Luther King Jr. Center
for Nonviolent Social Change.
While Klein said fraternities,
sororities and other student groups
need to be better integrated, he
added that minorities are also an
underrepresented quantity on
college faculties.
"The faculties have to pick
up the torch of interracial leader-
ship," he says. Simply adding
more Blacks to faculty rosters
would go a long way in combat-
ting racism, he adds.
"If a white student has racist
values," Klein says, those values
"are going to be challenged if he's
being taught by a Black profes-
sor."
Klein says many stereotypes
and racist values can be diffused
when a white student sees a B lack
professor's knowledge and exper-
tise-
He also says government
agencies and school administa-
tors must actively entice minori ty
students to campuses through
recruting and scholarships. He
says, "More minorities on cam-
pus would decrease the racial
incidents."
Although the statistics of
racial incidents may look grim,
Klein rattled off a list of schools
that are waging war against ra-
cism on their campuses, includ-
ing:
.•The University of Connecticut in
Storrs, which is requiring students
to take a course on racism, gender
and cultural diversity.
•Fraternities at the University of
Mississippi are raising funds to
rebuild a Black fraternity house
that burned.
Klein would like to see more
of this, especially in the Greek
system.
"The Greeks take pride in
being public spirited," he said.
"Fraternities andsororities can
help make an effort to reach out
across racial lines."
But it can't stop there, Davis
said. All student groups, from
Student Government Associations
to the campus chapters of N A ACP
must encourage integration,
"Everybody has to work
together," says Klein. "It's not
one person's job."
CCCopyright IWO, USA TODAY/
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Union at the university, says he
believes Hispanics and other
minorities feel isolated.
Vitali says, "The overall
sense of many minority students
is that there is an intolerance re-
garding race, regarding different
cultures and the issue of gender."
Wilson says attitudes like
Wright's are becoming more
common.
"White students tend to re-
sent what they perceive as prefer-
ential treatment given to minori-
ties," says Wilson, "They think
civil rights is ancient history and
Blacks have had their chance to
catch up."
Researchers say they began
to notice a rise in the number of
ethnic-related incidents at colleges
in the mid- to late-198Os. Since
the start of the academic year in
September, the Justice
Department's Community Rela-
tions Service has documented 38
incidents of racial tension, about
twice the number during the same
period in 1988.
After Wright announced his
plans for a white student union at
the University of Florida, Art
Sandeen, vice president for stu-
dent affairs, gathered a group of
40 Black and 40 white students to
talk about racial tensions. He was
shocked that some white students
knew little about the civil rights
struggles of the 1960s.
A white student union was
formed at Temple University in
Philadelphia in 1988. Kathy
Gosliner, a spokeswoman for
Temple, said college students of
the civil rights era—now campus
administrators and community
leaders — failed to pass along
their values.
"We sort of assumed that the
generation behind us wouldn't
have to be taught tolerance be-
cause they started going to school
together at an early age because of
desegregation," Gosliner says.
Daryl Borquist, spokesman for
the Justice Department's Com-
munity Relations Service, said
minorities seem keenly aware of
their rights and have little fear
about exercising them."
At Smith College in
Northampton, Mass., administra-
tors agreed to aggressively recruit
Black professors and students after
racist letters were sent to four
Black women in April 1988. The
notes had personal details and
appeared to be the work of some-
one on campus.
Few are ready to predict the
' 90s will end in racial harmony on
campuses. But Howard Enrlich,
research director at National In-
stitute Against Prejudice and
Violence, says he sees signs of
progress.
"I think there coutd be a stu-
dent movement for change. We
already have a portent of that in
the anti-apartheid movement,
where students from all back-
grounds protested." Ehrlich says.
^Copyright 1W0, USA TODAY/
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who have worn the gray often talk
with pride about the last battle




Rochester Democrat & Chronicle
ROCHESTER, N.Y. — Al-
though computerized forgery isn't
widespread yet, Rochester Insti-
tute of Technology ProfessorJo-
seph Noga believes it may be-
come more of a problem over the
next several years.
Manufacturers are offering
lower-priced imaging and desk-
top publishing systems and color
copiers, and more people have
access to them, said Noga, a coor-
dinator of the RIT master's pro-
gram in printing technology.
A few years ago, very little
computerized forgery took place
because equipment was expen-
sive and inadequate, according to
a recent article in Forbes.
But in the past decade, elec-
tronic color imaging has made it
possible to retouch or synthesize
photographs without a hint of
tampering.
Black and white scanners —
devices used to record and store
the image of a piece of data —
cost $100,000 in the mid-1970s,
Forbes reported. Today, color
scanner systems can cost more
than $100,000 or as little as
$3,000, while black and white
scanners cost less than $1,000.
Desktop printers and high-
resolution copiers also can be
abused, law enforcement and
industry experts say. The first laser
prinrercost$200,000. Three years
ago, Digital Design, a Jackson-
ville, Fla. firm, began selling a
laser printer for personal comput-
ers that cost $7,400, excluding
software.
Foreign and domestic manu-
facturers are rushing new color
copiers to the market because of
significant demand, Color copi-
ers are being used for sales pres-
entations, advertising brochures,
graphics and instructional mate-
rials.
"The (color copier) quality
is so great that if somebody does
have access to them, they could
do some real damage," said Mi-
chael Hagler, an investigator with
the white-collar crime division of
the Monroe County (N.Y.)
Sheriff's Office, which recently
investigated a case in which bo-
gus checks were allegedly pro-
duced on a color copier.
Most experts said there islittle
the manufacturers of the systems
can do to curb counterfeiting.
"Their job is to produce the best
scanner that produces the best
images," said Leonard Ravich, a
Boston-based consultant in the
imaging business.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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Battle of New Market, where 10
cadets died fighting for the Con-
federacy.
Today, they and others talk
with passion about a skirmish that
will be far less bloody but perhaps
more stubbornly fought: The battle
of the sexes.
Women "would mess up what
we've been doing for 150 years,"
said VMI spokesman Tom Joy-
nes.
The Justice Department dis-
agrees, saying VMPs all-male
admissions policy is a violation of
the 14th Amendment and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The state-
supported VMI has until Feb. 20
to change the policy — or face
legal action to pry open the door
for women students.
But VMIis fighting back.
Thursday, a state Senate bill to
force VMI to accept women as
students was killed in committee.
Virginia Attorney General Mary
Sue Terry is vociferously defend-
ing VMI's right to exclude
women.
"I'm sure the irony is not lost
on anyone," said VMI professor
Meredith Bedell, one of a handful
of women who teach at the col-
lege. Terry is expected to run for
governor in 1993, and she will
need the help of the state's politi-
cal titans — many of them VMI
graduates.
Loyal alumni say co-ed mili-
tary training is available else-
where. Some talk about making
VMI private. Said Bill Buchanan,
class of 1950: "The attack these
days is against male bonding,
which is the essence of VMI."
"Human bonding is more
important than male bonding,'*
counters Bedell. "The presence of
female cadets is not only inevi-
table but desirable."
But almost to a man, cadets
fearlosingthe"VMIexperience,"
much of which goes on inside the
Barracks, where the 1,300 "key-
dets" live.
The Barracks is spartan to a
fault. There are no phones ortele-
vision sets under the neo-Gothic
parapets. Cadets sleep on wooden
beds, up to five in a room, Doors
have no locks, windows no cur-
tains. Bathrooms are communal,
"If you change the assembly
line, you're going to change the
product," said David Raucher, a
junior from Rockville, Md.
"Why would a woman want
to put herself through this?"asked
Buchanan, a retired Army colo-
nel. "We're talking about a place
most men wouldn't want to go
to."
Yet at least one unidentified
northern Virginia girl wants to
join the ranks of such graduates as
World War II Chief of Staff Gen.
George C. Marshall. Her com-
plaint prompted the Justice De-
partment action.
A similar complaint is being
investigated at the only otherstate-
supported military college in the
United States, the Citadel in
Charleston, S.C.
Such schools "hamper (stu-
dents') ability to see women as
equals," said Bedell, who is ad-
dressed as "Colonel" and must
wear a uniform to work.
She teaches at VMI so that
cadets can "see women as profes-
sionals, not just dishwashers." The
single-sex concept is "a blind
adherence to custom."
The adversary may not just
be women, Said math professor
Al Deal: "I'm scared of change
because I don't know what the
consequences would be,"
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
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New Testing System Deserves Consideration
-By Bill Ghent-
World & Nation Staff Writer
1. What grammatical term is usu-










Did the above questions in-
sult your intelligence? Hopefully.
Did they insult your intelligence
in high school? Probably. With
new attention given to the nation's
education problem, experts are
focusing their attention on testing
methods. "We need assessment
devices that measure what we
think is most important for stu-
dents to learn," said Eva Baker,
director of the CenterforResearch
on Evaluation, Standards and
Student Testing at the University
of California at Los Angeles.
These new tests are aimed at
determining if students can apply
what they have learned by sol ving
complex problems. This escape
from primarily book memoriza-
tion includes such techniques as
portfolios in math, writing, and
other subjects which can empha-
size the students academic growth
over a period of time.
While such portfolios have
been used for some time by many
teachers, it nevertheless begins
transformation from the widely
used and overly simplistic stan-
dardized tests which many think
distort education. Many say that
these tests stray away from true
Palestinian Homeland
Seen as Only Solution
-By Jason Slavic-
Special to the Tripod
Last week, we witnessed a
tragedy in the Middle East. On
a road outside of Cairo several
terrorists with machine guns and
hand grenades attacked a bus of
Israeli tourists. The Islamic
Jihad (holy war), an extremist
Fundamentalist Islamic group
based in Lebanon, claimed re-
sponsibility for the attack which
left nine dead and 17 wounded.
The true tragedy of this exhibi-
tion of terrorism is that its de-
sign was to deter the meeting of
representatives from Israel,
Egypt and the United States.
This meeting (as silly as it
sounds) will discuss the selec-
tion of a Palestinian delegation
which will discuss with the Is-
raeli Government a temporary
solution for the West Bank and
Gaza in order to find in the fu-
ture a delegation of Palestinians
to discuss the ultimate status of
the territories. Of course the
entire meeting could be for
naught if the Palestinian popu-
lation does not accept the terms
offered to it. These round-about
politics are the result of the Is-
raeli government's denial of the
facts facing it.
Ignoring the gale of change
blowing from Eastern Europe,
and avoiding the calls for civil
and human rights, it is simply
not feasible for Israel to indefi-
nitely maintain its grasp on the
territories. Israel is essentially
committed to two ideas, that it
should be a Jewish homeland
and state, and that it should be a
democracy. With the Palestin-
ian population in the territo-
ries, these two ideas become
diametrically opposed. If Is-
rael incorporates the territo-
ries and enfranchises the hos-
tile Palestinian population, the
Jewish character of the state
will be threatened. If Israel in-
corporates the territories and
disenfranchises the Palestini-
ans, it must forgo its demo-
cratic aspirations. Further, the
territories are an enormous
economic burden on the al-
ready weak Israeli economy
while military service in the
territories is eroding the mo-
rale of the country. Ultimately,
there is no viable solution other
than the establishment of a
Palestinian state in the territo-
ries.
Yet progress toward this
end is apparent, if sluggish.
The staunch Likud-led gov-
ernment which onee refused
to discuss relinquishing terri-
tories has advanced its own
meager form of a peace plan
proposed by Prime Minister
Yitzchak Shamir. This plan,
although unacceptable to the
Palestinians, is a positive step
towards peace in the region
and has lead to the joint Israel,
Egypt and US talks. In and of
themselves these talks are
useless without the acceptance
of the Palestinians, but they
evidence the pursuit of peace
which is necessary for prog-
ress. Let us hope that the Is-
raeli government will soon
show greater insight and, ac-
cepting the inevitable, will find
creative solutions to the Pales-
tine problem in the West Bank
and Gaza strip.
assessment as most are designed
to be simple enough that anyone
could pass it. " It's testing for the
TV generation— superficial and
passive," said Linda Darlin-
Hammond, a professor at the
Teacher's College of Columbia
University. "We don't ask if stu-
dents can synthesize information,
solve problems or think independ-
ently. We measure what they can
recognize." Teachers also are
thought to waste valuable time
teaching test-taking skills or top-.
ics specifically covered on the
pre-made exam.
These new methods also go
against what the "tightly con-
trolled bureaucracy" on educa-
tion has dictated to state schools
since the early 1900's. Most of
these bureaucrats have been thor-
oughly convinced of the superior-
ity of these methods and have
been unwilling to change, and
educators who followed their
positions were rarely disciplined
if their students did not fare well
after high school. Mostly, this is
due to the fact that it is relatively
impossible to determine a
student's success after he or she is
out of the class. But this is finally
beginning to change.
California now experiments
with twelve districts who use these
portfolios in writing courses. In
them, students attempted to imi-
tate writing styes of important
authors such as James Joyce and
Mark Twain, thereby giving them
a broader base from which to
compose. They also are asked to
create their own piece of original
fiction. In Connecticut, the new
math and science assessment gives
students semester long problems
in order to improve their prob-
lem-solving skills. These meth-
ods of teaching are thought to
resemble what good learning
objectives should be. They allow
the student to diverge more than
they would be able to in classes
that "teach to the test".
But with these ideas on test-
ing emerging, there also comes
the problem of new evaluation,
whether or not the students are
learning what they should be.
Another issue that has surfaced, is
whether or not the United States
should develop a national system
of evaluation using the new ideas.
The National Assessment of
Educational Progress has been
sampling the reading, math, and
other skills for the past twenty
years. With Congress' recent
approval, they will begin increas-
ing the number of samples taken
in one year and compare them on
the national level. Atpresenttime,
they plan to gain information on
these new portfolios being imple-
mented as well as the typical in-
formation gained by standardized
tests.
With America's lagging
educational system, these new
portfolios seem to be a logical
way of improving the system. But
the old system will have to un-
dergo major changes before this
new system is uniformly accepted,
and this new system will have to
undergo a complete assessment
project of its own.
As the President of the Na-
tional Center for Education and
the Economy, Marc Tucker,
commented, " If you're going to
have a performance-orientated
assessment system, you'd better
have a serious discussion of what
it is that you want students to be
able to perform. And if you're
going to have serious goals, you' d
better have serious tests."
CEOs Offer Nation Advice
-ByJohnHillkirk-
USA Today
The USA is losing its ability
to compete worldwide and Presi-
dent Bush isdoing very little about
it, says an exclusive USA TO-
DAY survey of CEOs anduniver-
sity presidents.
Last week, USA TODAY
asked 25 leaders — including
Ford's DonPetersen,
BankAmerica's A.W. Clausen,
ITT's Rand Araskog and the
University of Tennessee's Lamar
Alexander — to assess our eco-
nomic position.
Their conclusions:
•Nineteen of 25 believe that our
competitive position relative to
other countries is "slowly declin-
ing."
•Our public schools are in
horrible shape: only 25% of
today's 17-andl8-year-oldshave
the skills they should have.
•President Bush campaigned as
the "education president." But 23
of 25 respondents say that Bush
has done "very little" or "noth-
ing" to improve our public
schools.
•Only live expect the USA to
lead the world economically by
the end of this decade. The other
20 say that Europe or Japan — or
both — will lead.
All the respondents are mem-
bers of the Business-Higher Edu-
cation Forum, a non-partisan
group whose primary goal is to
improve the nation's competitive-
ness.
Their recommendations:
•To Uncle Sam: Slash the
budget deficit. Twelve respon-
dents say that's the "single most
important thing" the federal gov-
ernment could do. The No> 2 pri-
ority, chosen by 10 respondents:
Improve the public schools.
•To President Bush: 11 of the
25 say that the USA needs a na-
tional economic strategy similar
to Japan's, in which the govern-
ment targets specific industries




Forum members agreed that
the public is only vaguely aware
of competitiveness issues. To rem-
edy that, this high-powered group
— with help from the Public
Agenda Foundation — will soon
take matters into its own hands.
In 1991, they will launch a mas-
sive ad campaign on TV and radio
and in newspapers to help the
public understand "competitive-
ness" issues.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
Apple College Information Network.
SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
are being offered by
NECUSE
New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education
at
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE,
BROWN UNIVERSITY, COLBY COLLEGE,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE,
TRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE,
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Are you opinionated?
Something on your mind?
Write for World & Nation.
Submit articles to Box 1310
WILLIAMS COLLEGE AND YALE UNIVERSITY
in the fields of
ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
EARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
NEUROSCIENCE AND PHYSICS
Stipend: $3,000
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
will be available in your
Science Departments and Career Counseling Offices
by January 1,1990





World & Nation Staff Writer
U.S. taxpayers have payed
for 71,000 deaths in El Salvador
over the last decade and, despite
the most recent wave of devastat-
ing destruction by the govern-
ment of El Salvador, the U.S.
government continues to send
them $1.5 million a day. We are
responsible for the war.
The most profitable industry
in El Salvador is the war industry.
The second most profitable is the
coffee industry. The U.S. market
receives 60% of the coffee beans
grown in this Massachusetts-sized
country and, for that reason, they
are extremely vulnerable to a
boycott.
Almost half of every dollar
from the sale of coffee beans
becomes profit for the govern-
ment.
Numerous U.S. companies
buy Salvadoran beans including
Folgers, Maxwell House, Hills
Brothers, and Nestle. Neighbor
to Neighbor, a Central American
Peace group which called for the
Boycott, is concentrating its en-
ergy on the Boycott of Folgers
because it is both the largest
importer and distributor.
The international Boycott of
Folgers will continue until they
terminate the importation of cof-
fee beans from El Salvador and
pledge not to buy it until a peace-
ful settlement has been reached
between the FMLN and the Sal-
vadoran military.
Nestle and Hills Brothers,
after meeting with Neighbor to
Neighbor, immediately sus-
pended the import of Salvadoran
coffee for a period of thirty days
during which they planned to
investigate the recent happenings
in El Salvador.
"Nestle disapproved of the
violence in El Salvador because it
is a violation of human rights."
However, they were pressured to
resume importing the coffee by
high officials in the U.S. govern-
ment who claimed this suspen-
sion and boycott directly violated
U.S. foreign policy.
Miguel A. Salaverria, the
Ambassador from the Republic
of El Salvador, wrote in a letter
published in the New York Times
last month, "News media reports
such as this show an attempt by a
group known as Neighbor to
Neighbor to bring pressure on the
Government of El Salvador by
urging United States coffee manu-
facturers to cease using Salva-
doran coffee in their blends...
Boycotting coffee from El Salva-
dor will hurt the people who de-
pend on the commodity for their
livelihood and appear aimed at
further damaging the economy of
El Salvador..."
This is acommonly expressed
contention of boycotting, will this
do more harm or good for the
people which it directly effects?
When the director of Neigh-
bor to Neighbor met with Salva-
doran coffee workers over the
summer, they told him that the
potential economic impact of the
Boycott would be well worth it if
it helped to end the war.
They view the Boycott as a
voice for those who have no voice.
In fact, the Boycott is endorsed by
three unions in El Salvador: SI-
CAFE, the union of coffee proc-
essing workers; UNTS, the labor
federation; and COASES, the
peasant organization.
The Boycott is supported by
many unions, companies,
churches, and organizations in this
country as well. It is supported by
the International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union on
the West Coast which has forced
Procter & Gamble, the owners of
Folgers, and other coffee compa-
nies to reroute the coffee through
New Orleans. It is supported by
18 MacDonalds in Indiana. It is
supported by Sen. John Kerry,
Rep. Chet Atkins, and Rep. Joe
Kennedy from Massachusetts,
Cesar Chavez with the United
Farm Workers, Ed Asner, Martin
Sheen and Rev. Jesse Jackson,
just to name a few.
Marriot food service here on
campus does not serve coffee
containing Salvadoran beans.
Look in next week's Tripod for a
letter from them announcing their
support for this boycott.
Good substitutes for Folgers
are 100% Columbian, Yuban for
example, or 100% Nicaraguan
coffee.
By Boycotting Folgers you
are making a statement that you
are against the violence that has
plagued the country for the past
ten years during which the U.S.
government has sent over $4 bil-
lion.
The U.S. government con-
tinues to support the war with
your tax dollars. Stop your con-
sumer dollars from supporting the
barbarity. Through this Boycott,
the people of El Salvador will be
able to see strong internal opposi-
tion to U.S. foreign policy in El
Salvador.
Communist Party give up its power monopoly to
allow creation of opposition parties to compete for
government posts. Experts say it is hard to
determine how that would change the nation.
Key elements in the Soviet government and Communist Party:
General Secretary:
Chief executive of party and ruling Politburo.
Office held by Gorbachev,
Politburo;
Us members, chosen by the Central Committee,
meet every week to make policy and set
philosophical agenda of the party; 12 members.
Gorbachev
Central Committee:
An executive body that convenes as needed between meetings
of the Congress of the Party; 251 members.
Congress of the Party:
Members usually meet every five years to choose the Central
Committee, with next meeting originally set for 1991. Gorbachev
proposed Monday the next meefing should be moved up to this
summer to deal with his proposed reforms; 200-300 members.
Government
Ryzhtov
President of the Council of Ministers:
Nikolai Ryzhkov is the official head of
government. He draws his power from his
position on the Communist Party's Politburo.
Council of Ministers:
Similar to the U.S. president's cabinet, it
oversees government departments, such as
defense and trade.
Supreme Soviet:
The Soviet parliament. It meets yearly to vote on Cabinet
proposals. Gorbachev is chairman; 542 members.
Congress of Peoples' Deputies:
.1,750 of 2,250 members elected in free voting; 500 appointed
by Communist Party. It chooses Supreme Soviet members.
The Detroit ftiws
New Magazine Devoted
To Vice President Quayle
-By Richard Benedetto-
USA Today
Vice President Dan Quayle
is building a following, although
it may not be the kind that will fur-
ther his political ambitions.
"TheQuayleQuarterly,"pub-
Tripod Forum
"The armies were disbanded, and there was peace abroad
and quiet at home, thanks to the harmony between the
orders; but to prevent things from being too happy,
plague struck the city."
-Roman Antiquarian Livy in Book VII of Rome and Italy.
"The gods of course are just, but of course just who are
thegods?"
-Anonymous.
"Why not make it illegal for legislators to have sex with
each other?"
-Washington State lawyer James E. Duree after hearing State
Senator Jim West's proposal to make sex for those under 18
illegal.
"i hate studying because you realize how much you don't
know."
-Steve's sister Rebecca Safran, Junior at Tufts.
lished by a couple in Bridgeport,
Conn., is a 16-page journal of not-
so-flattering articles, letters, quips
and cartoons about the vice presi-
dent and his wife.
The first edition came out in
January, blithely billing itself as
"the only publication in the world
devoted solely to our vice presi-
dent."
Publisher and Editor in Chief
Jeffrey Yoder, a computer soft-
ware executive, explains in the
first edition that the publication is
necessary because Quayle doesn' t
measure up.
"He has left an ugly Ameri-
can trail of silly words and empty
beer glasses around the globe,"
wrote Yoder. "My advice to
George Bush: Use Quayle for the
home games where he can lead
the cheers for our rocket ships.
But don't let him embarrass us in
front of the rest of the world until
he grows up and starts doing his
homework."
About 500 people have
bought $12 yearly subscriptions
with about 50 more subscribers a
day, says Deborah Werkman,
managing editor of the quarterly,
and Yoder's wife.
Werkmanhopes toturn itinto
a money-maker, with 10,000 sub-
scriptions after the first year.
Werkman, who runs her own
employee relocation service, said
she and Yoder started the publica-
tion on a whim.
"We like to make people
laugh and think," she says. "We
wanted to keep the window shade
open and not allow Quayle to
quietly groom himself for the
presidency."
While she insists the journal
welcomes Quayle articles that
present him in a good light, there
were none in the first issue. On the
front page is an article entitled
"Dumber than Dan."It's a review
of the "Dan Quayle Quiz Book."
Also on the ftont page is a
picture of Quayle, with eyes and
mouth wide open. The caption;
"An Important Guy."
One article offers Quayle
some foreign travel tips:
•"Don't forget to drive on
theleft! (This will not offend your
left, wing constituency)."
•"Hug a wombat. Great
photo op!"
Ads in the publication pro-
mote a Dan Quayle doormat for
$19.95, a Quayle T-shirt that says
"Keep George Healthy," for
$12,95, and cassette tapes featur-
ing such songs as "Stand By Your
Dan" and "Danny Doll," for $9.
Quaylepress secretary David
Beckwithsayshisbosshasn'tseen
the magazine. But Beckwith ex-
pressed personal disappointment.
"I had hoped it would be a
scholarly publication studying the
vice president and the vice presi-
dency," he says, "But this is on
the level of a collegiate humor
magazine."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI
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LECTURES
Tuesday, February 13 - Paul
Bloom, Head Dharma Teacher at
the New Haven Zen Center will
present a Zen Meditation Work-
shop entitled "Mind and Zen
Meditation," in Seabury Studio
47 from 4:30 - 6:00 p.m. Spon-
sered by Asian Studies. The
workshop is free and the public is
invited.
Wednesday, February 14 - The
Sociology Department and the
Area Studies Program will be
presenting a lecture entitled
"Equality versus equity in the
USSR: the care of economic co-
operatives." The program will be
presented by Daniel Schluter of
Columbia University, in the Rit-
tenburg Lounge at 7:30.
Thursday, February 15 - The
Lunch Series lecture, "The Two
German States in Transition, will
be given by Brigette Schultz,
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Political Science, The Lunch
Series Lecture is sponsored bu the
Women's Center and the Faculty
Grants Office. 12:15 p.m. in the
Women's Center, 3rd floor,
Mather Hall.
Monday, February 26 - Eric Si-
monson, World Famous Moun-
tain Climber and Geologist, will
lecture on "Mt. Everest and Other
Mountains: World Mountaineer-
ing Today," sponsored by the Area
Studies, St. Anthony's Hall,
Physical Education Department,
and Student Government Asso-
ciation. Admission is free in the
Washington Room.
Tuesday, February 27 - The Psy-
chology Department is sponsor-
ing a seminar entitled "Antece-
dent Retrieval Processes". The
presenter is Ed O'Brien, Ph.D:,
Assistant Professor at the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, and is an
expert in Memory Research. 4
p.m. in Life Sciences Room 135.
A reception will immediately
follow.
Thursday, March 1 -"Stereotyped
Thinking About Individuals" by
SHaron Herzberger, professsor of
psychology at Trinity College.
12:15 p.m. Women's Center,
Mather Hall. Free admission.
Monday, March 5 - "The Romans
of Renaissance Rome" by Laurie
Nussdorfer, a faculty member at
Wesleyan University. 4:30 p.m.
Room 320, Austin Arts Center.
Free admission. Sponsored by
Trinity College's Cesare Barbieri
Center of Italian Studies.
Monday, March 5 - "Roman Statu-
ary in the Making" by Amanda
Claridge of the British School at
Rome. 8:15 p.m. McCook Audi-
torium. Sponsored by the Hart-
ford Society of the Archeological
Institute of America in conjunc-
tion with the Trinity College
Classics Department. Free admis-
sion.
EADINGS
Thursday, March 8 - Poetry read-
ing by Margaret Gibson, poet-in-
residence whose books include "
Memories of the Future, The
Daybooks of TinaModotti." 8:15
p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission.
Reception will follow reading.
Sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center.
Tuesday, March 13 - Poetry read-
ing by Margaret Gibson, poet-in-
residence whose books include "
Memories of the Future, The
DaybooksofTinaModotti." 8:15
p.m. Boyer Auditorium, Life
Sciences Center. Free admission.
Reception will follow reading.
Sponsored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center.
Fiction reading by Bob Peltier, a
student in Trinity College's Indi-
vidualized Degree Program and a
Weathersfield, Conn, resident. 7
p.m. Koeppel Student Center.
This event is part of the Sunday
Evening Event Series at Trinity
College. Free admission.
THEATER
Sunday, March 4 - Theater-dance-
music performance 7 p.m. Koep-
pel Student Center, Vernon Street.
This event is part of the Sunday
Evening Event Series at Trinity
College. Free admission.
Sunday, March 11 - Theater-
dance-music performance 7 p.m.
Koeppel Student Center, Vernon
Street. This event is part of the
Sunday Evening Event Series at
Trinity College. Free admission.
Friday, March 2 through Sunday,
March 4 - "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," annual musical theater
production by Trinity college
students. 8 p.m. J.L. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
General Admission: $8; students
and senior citizens: $5. Boz of-
fice: (203) 297-2199.
Saturday, March 10 and Sunday,
March 11 - "The Mystery of Edwin
Drood," annual musical theater
production by Trinity college
students. 8 p.m. nightly Also at 2
p.m. on March 10. J.L. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
General Admission: $8; students
and senior citizens: $5. Boz of-
fice: (203) 297-2199.
MUSIC
Sunday, February 18 - Organ
recital by Frederick Grimes, di-
rector of the church music pro-
gram at Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church in New York City. 3 p.m.
Trinity College Chapel. General
admission, call the Chapel music
office at (203) 297-2014. This
event is part of February Festival
for Organ 1990.
Sunday, February 25 - Organ
recital by Jean-Pierre Leguay,
titular organist of Notre Dame
Cathedral, Paris. 3 p.m. Trinity
College Chapel. General admis-
sion, call the Chapel music office
at (203) 297-2014 for more infor-
mation. This event is the United
States debut performance of the
Clarence Watters Memorial Re-
cital and part of February Festival
for Organ 1990.
Saturday, March 17 - Trinity
Community Orchestra concert
featuring the music of Beethoven
and Ives. Conducted by Douglas
Johnson, assistant professor of
music at Trinity College. 8:15 p.m.
J.L. Goodwin Theatre, AUstin
Question by Patricia Pierson and Sue Muik Photos by Sue Muik
"If you could have anyone or anything for Valentines Day, who or
what would you choose?"
Marcos Sanchez '91




"Black liberation and an end to
Apartheid."
Mr.X.







Kelly Nash '90 & Laura Cooper 90
"Mel Gibson and my bed."
Dr. Riggio
"A trip to the sun."
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Arts Center. Free Admission.
Sunday, March 18 - Chamber
music concert (program to be
announced). 2 p.m. Hamlin Hall.
General admission: $8; senior
citizens and students: $5. Box
office: (203) 297-2199.
DANCE
Friday, March 16 - Urban Bush
Women, an ensemble of seven
new York-based performers who
present original dance/theater
works. J.L. Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center. General
Admission: $10; students and
senior citizens: $5. Box office:
(203) 297-2199. This perform-
ance is made possible in part by a
grant from the New England
Foundation for the Arts.
Sunday, March 18 - "Davidson
and Dance Rhythm" presented by
Artists Collective. 2 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. General Admission: $10;
students and senior citizens: $5.
Box office: (203) 297-2199.
Friday March 23 through Sunday,
March 25 - Albano Ballet Co. 8
p.m. J.L. goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center. For ticket informa-
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One of America's most fascinating
and accomplished theater men"
THE HARTFORD COURANT
Translated by Henry J. Schmidt
Directed by Richard Foreman
A bold, pioneering drama of a simple man's
struggle against an oppressive society.





Through Friday, February 16 -
"In Absence of Memory," an in-
stallation piece by Ping Chong,
installation artist, choreographer,
writer. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily in
the Widener Gallery of the Austin
Arts Center. Comissioned by the
New England Foundation for the
Arts.
through Monday, March 12 -
Paintings by Kangti King, a Trin-
ity College junior from Cambr-
idge, Mass. Mather Hall Artspace.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Free
admission.
through Friday, March 23 - Retro-
spective of paintings by the late
Max Coyer, a Trinity College
alumnus. Widner Gallery, Austin
Arts Center. Free admission. 1
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through Thursday, May 31 - "A
portrait of Southern Africa to
1915," Watkinson Library, A
Floor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday 8:30a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Saturday 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. when the College is
in session. Free admission.
through Thursday, May 31 -
"Artists' Books by Women: From
Flip Books to Photography."
Watkinson Library, A Floor, Trin-
ity College Library. Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. when the College is in ses-
sion. Free admission.
GENERAL
The Ferguson Prizes in Govern-
ment, founded in 1890 by the late
Professor Henry Ferguson of the
Class of 1868, are offered for (he





without waiting list or test.
$17,840-$69,485.
(1) 602-838-8885
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undergraduate course, tutorial, or
seminar in the Department of
Political Science for the Academic
year. A first prize of $450, and a
second prize of $300 will be
awarded. All essays must be
typwritten, and must be submit-
ted to the Chairman of the Politi-
cal Science Department before
April 13,1990.
Financial Aid has a list of part-
time off-campus jobs. Stop by the
office to check out the opportuni-
ties. If you are interested in full-
time or summer employment,
consult the Career Counseling
Office.
The newly founded French Club
will be meeting at 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, February 14 in the
Modem Languages Lounge in
Seabury. We will be drafting the
Club's constitution and planning
activities forthe semester. Please
bring your ideas and join us for an
hour of conversation. Tea and
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Jobs in Alaska
Hiring men and women




$600 wixWy, plus FUF.F.




Student Rush Day of Show All Seats $11
mtm
mm£MMmmm
us production has been made possipie in pa
;-v^.-;:;;^
PIZZARONI
House of Fine Foods
1502 Broad Street«Across from the Rugby Field
February Specials
1. Large Pizza, 1 topping -
$1030, a second pizza with 1
topping - $4,50
2. 2 small pizzas, 1 topping
each-$11.88
3. With any large pizza order,
two toppings or more, 1
order of chicken wings FREE
When ordering, please ask for specials
by number
2 4 9 - 3 8 9 9 For Very Fast, Free Delivery
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Connecticut's Best Coining to Trinity
Poetry Center to sponsor winners of the Student Poets Contest
The Poetry Center welcomes you to poetry readings by the Con-
necticut Student Poets for 1990 in the Faculty Club on Wednesday,
February 14 at 8:15 p.m. Five Connecticut students will be present-
ing their pieces for the general public.
Kim Peters '90 of Trinity College (see accompaning interview)
has had poems appear in Northeast magazine. Last spring she re-
ceived the John Curtis Underwood Prize for poetry.
Hanneli Ansel, from Finland, learned English first by reading to
her children and later as a student at Mohegan Community College
where she is currently studying.
Lawrence Berger, a Yale senior, received the Wallace Prize for the
best short story and Eugene Willets Prize for the best fiction writing
given to a Yale undergraduate. Last summer he taught poetry writing
in a camp for children with serious blood diseases. He is the author
of the SAT Review Guide entitled, Up Your SAT Score: The Under-
round Guide to Psyching Out the SAT and a forthcoming book,
>ay Gourmet: The College Student's Guide to Home Cooking with
School Food.
Robin Delman. a Wesleyan junior, is majoring in English with a
concentration in 20th Century American poetry. She co-edits Mokita.
a creative writing magazine at Wesleyan.
Khan Wong, an English and Asian studies double major at UConn,
has had poems appear in Northeast magazine and in University of
Connecticut Writing, He has been influenced by the poetry of Rilke
and the music of Janis Joplin.
Scrib Sez: Sit or Spin
by Bill Schreiber
The Jesus and Mary Chain, Automatic. Blanco y Negro Warner Bros,
Now this is what guitar was meant for. Other methods of playing
may be cute or stylistically sound, but the guitar was an instrument
meant for heavy usage. Heavy noise if you will. The Jesus and Mary
Chain are not cute, or particularly stylish, but they know how to make
the mod rock guitar roll with the harsh, abrasive grind that some of you
hate (go listen to the Smiths/Style Council snot, if you want) and some
of us really like. The Jesus and Mary Chain was created by a pair of
Glassgow brothers, Jim and William Reid, in the early 80's and has
utilized rotating bassists and drummers since conception.
Their first release, Psychocandy, in' 85 saw a new power rock idea
of guitar feedback underlying the rock' n rhythm beat. Their sound has
fluctuated a little over the 80's in stride with moody song writing and
new experimentation in sound. They continue to master the rhythm
guitar as its heavy feedback dominated their sound as the rest of the
music folds around the ringing low-end chords. The Chain has
retained this power on its latest effort as Automatic is a harsh look into
the 90's from a decadent J and M point of view; and these guys wrote
the decadent lyric book on acid trips, sex, and Christ - tasty stuff. They
have survived much censorship to retain an edge on Tipper Gorish
attitudes of "you can't play/say that to me you rock 'n roll scum."
Actually, Automatic seems to support the band's multifaceted
past as the album pumps with the grind and fuzz-noise of earlier works
in songs like "Gimme Hell" and "Coast to Coast" and then slows to
melodic pieces set to airy guitar flicking like in "Halfway to Crazy" or
"Head On." This is a good effort and, while it won't get much airtime
on senseless commercialized radio (thank goodness), the Jesus and
Mary Chain will continue to get serious respect from the college radio




Master Drawings from the
Wadsworth Museum.
This exhibition of over 140
drawings andwatercolors
embraces over 400 years of
history and a wide variety of
styles, forms, and purposes.
With everyone from Degas
to Walt Disney, this high-
lights a particularly rich as-




Hillary Leone and Cary
Leibowitz
Leone's mixed media installa-
tion addresses topical issues.
Leibowitz's installation, "Pic-
ture This: Fried Porkchops,"
explores gay self-identity.
Feb 16 - March 17
Woyzeck
Georg Buchner's expression-
ist classic "Woyzeck" is the
story of a simple man at odds
with the oppressive forces of
the world, a man becoming
lost in passion as reality splin-
ters around him. Hartford
Stage. Performances areTues-
Thurs and Sun at 7:30 p.m., Fri
and Sat at 8 p.m., Wed at 2
p.m. and Sun at 2:30 p.m. Tix
are $25 for Fri and Sat eve-
nings and $20 for other per-
formances. Half-price tix sold
at lunchtime day of show only,
are available for all perform-
ances except weekday mati-
nees and Saturday evenings.
Now thru April 22
Tim Rollins + K.O.S./Matrix
109
This installment includes can-
vases on which the actua
pages of text are laid down
with acid-free jade glue in
minimalist grid on a Belgian
linen surface. Layered on top
are poignant visual images
that transcribe the meaning oi
the texts as filtered through




Wake-up and Afternoon Jazz - the diverse spectrum of traditional
and contemporary jazz, including big band, be bop, fusion and avant-
garde. • .
Alien Rock - the outer limits of progressive rock and roll from all over
the world including fusion, electronics, hardcore and psychedelia.
Thought Power - a provocative blend of rap, hip-hop, reggae, funk
soul, latin, house and other dance musics. ?
Art Attack - the range and variety of 20th century concert music from
its most conservative to its most radical manifestations.
Morning Rock - every type of college alternative rock.
Amplitude - Portuguese music, news, interviews and communitv an-
nouncements. J
Polka Party: More than 10 years old and one of the most popualr FM
polka shows in the nation.
Oue Pasa Radial? - music from South and Central America and the
Caribbean, as well as local Spanish community information and news
in Latin America.
Gospel - uplifting spiritual music of the church.
immmm
IMONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
I6-9AM WAKE-UP JAZZ | [
19-12 AM MORNING ROCK | [
112-3 PM SPECIALTY ~ ~ I
GOSPEL
AMPLITUDE J
P-6PM AFTERNOON JAZZ |
16-7 PM OUE PASA RADIAL? I |5 7ROCK
1 POLKA PARTY 12-1 TRIN. SUMMITJ
|3-5 LOCALS ONLYll-4 ART ATTACK]
| 4-7 CLASSICAL I
17-10 PM ALIEN ROCK
|lO-6AM THOUGHT POWER
and Hartford Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry.
Afternoon Classical - classical works of well-known and obscure
composers played on high quality records and compact discs.
Locals Only - rock and roll from Connecticut bands such as Miracle
Legion, the Reducers and Los Euclids.
Out to Lunch -Ta melange of funk/jazz/rock fusion by such artists as
mmes Blood Ulmer, Ornette Coleman and Ronald Shannon Jackson.
Tues. 12 noon - 3 p.m.
Roots, Rock, Reggae - the new, old and the best in reggae including dub,
ska, and lover's rock. Mon. 12 noon - 3 p.m.
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When I'm 46: the Awaited McCartney Concert
— he was an Alex Keaton in a sea of ing from the star.
Stephens and Alices. At one point,-by Steve Safran-
Senior Editor
Paul McCartney played two
sold-out shows at the Worcester
Centrum last week on Thursday
and Friday nights, as part of the
second leg of his first world tour
in 13 years. For the first time,
many of the post-1964 Beatles
tunes were performed live, and it
was those songs that got the great-
est response from the packed
house of geriatric hippies.
This was the oldest audience
I had ever seen at a rock concert.
The average audience member
was definitely old enough to
remembertheBeatle's appearance
on the Ed Sullivan Show 26 years
ago to the date of the Friday night
concert. They were mostly neat,
well-dressed people who got po-
litely stoned in their seats and
held up their Bics while singing
"Na na na na na na na, na na na na,
Hey Jude." (Jude Jude a-Judey
JudeyJudeyJudeyAH!) It was a
touching moment, but this reporter




I have been inside death
only once.
It was like a fever
only warmer, dizzier.
It seemed that it would
never end,
or that if it did it would




who brought me there,
to the cold, invisible
hands
that wrenched my stom-
ach,
tore at my white skin;




Wasn't I supposed to trust
you?
weren't you coming to
save me?
I nstead you 1 ed me deeper,
whispered me to follow
the hollow flute of your
voice.
And when we had crawled
into the darkest, most
acrid
corner, you turned.
I thought I would go with
you,
but you looked back
and 1 was frozen.
A different kind of Or-
pheus:




an audience member got up on her
seat, and was asked if she would
get down. She apologized, and
reseated herself. Not typical rock
audience style.
As for the show, it was first-
rate. Paul looked shorter than I
had guessed, but he was energetic
and seemed truly appreciative of
the fans. The show began with a
15-minute, three-screen film by
Director Richard Lester, who
directed the Beatle's first film "A
Hard Day's Night. The film high-
lighted the events of the past 30
years, accompanied by Beatles
and McCartney songs. After the
scenes from the '80s, the screens
were joined together and simply
showed the word "NOW" across
the length of the stage. McCart-
ney entered, and the band started
with a new song from Flowers in
the Dirt entitled "Figure of Eight."
After a few new songs, Paul
went into his back catalog and
played the songs the fans had come
to hear. The modem technology
has made it possible for the band
to play songs that could only be
produced in a studio 20 years ago.
"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart's
Club Band" was presented with
all the accompanying horns and
sound effects from the album. It
wasn't the Beatles, but it sounded
as close as we'll get.
Paul's backup band was
composed of professional, expe-
rienced players who added finesse
to the show without ever detract-
Sure, Linda
McCartney was up there playing
her usual one-hand keyboard, and
looking entirely disinterested, but
we are long used to her presence
with Paul.
Paul played guitar, piano and
even brought out his original
Hofner Violin bass, the famous
instrument he used during his days
with the Beatles. "Can't Buy Me
Love," "Yesterday," and "Get
Back" were all given exciting
renditions by the band.
One of the spectacular high
points of the show came during
Paul's performance of "Live and
Let Die," a song he first recorded
with Wings. Paul was seated at
the piano, with all the usual dra-
matic stage lighting surrounding
the band. The chords that follow
the introduction were accompa-
nied by a giant explosion. Theat-
rical pyrotechnics are common-
place in rock shows these days,
but they were still surprising and
exciting.
Paul had a comfortable, easy
repartee with the audience. At
one point he gave a plug for
"Friends of the Earth," an envi-
ronmental organization. He was
quick and pointed, but hotpreachy.
The concert lasted 2 1/2
hours, and there was no intermis-
sion. Paul's show was a long time
in the coming, but it was well
worth the wait. He will make a
third swing of the tour in April, at
which time he will be playing in
arenas throughout the country.
Mather Art Space Spring Semester Schedule
Kangti King — February 15 - March 9
Fernando Rosa •— March 15 - April 6
Wandy Mothudi — April 12 • April 30
Dudley Blossom — May 3 - May 28
Mather Art Space is open for public
viewing all the time. It is a place for
students and faculty alike to share their
artistic impressions with the Trinity
community.
Liz fn Russ
by Liz Healy and Russ Kauff
Russ
It's that time of year again. The nominations for the Academy
Awards come out soon and all the ads for your favorite blockbusters
are touting their various Golden Globe and festival showings. One
thing you won't see advertised is Liz and Russ' retrospective list for
1989; simply put, nobody asked us. But since you're lucky enough to
be reading the Tripod, here it is.
1989, more than anything else was the year for the maturation of
the zanies from the seventies. 'Mork' proved his abilities as an actor
of true depth and presence in the outstanding film Dead Poet's Society
. Steve Martin took the arrow out of his head long enough to make us
all want to grow up and be just like him in Parenthood .Billy Crystal
made us all think twice about how men think about relationships (and
about Meg Ryan for that matter) with an excellent performance in
When Harry Met Sally... Bette Middler, comedienne and entertainer
extraordinaire from the l70"s made all of us sob in Beaches. This is
the only striking trend I could find except for the emergence of
everyone vs favorite Electric Company cast member, Morgan Freeman
emerging as a true cinematic force in not one, but two of the year's best
films. O.K., I give up, here's a list.
Liz
As the decade drew to a close, its final year presented us with
an array of films—some great, some not so great—which truly rep-
resented the culmination of the art form throughout the eighties. It
was the great ones that epitomized the era which gave us yuppies
searching for themselves and happiness {Parenthood and When
Harry Met Sally...) awareness of racial issues {Driving Miss Daisy)
a newly aroused interest in the past (Glory, Henry V) good old-
fashioned movie making (Indiana Jones and The Last Crusade
and—well, sort of—Batman.) and just some nice, spirited movies
about nice people (Field of Dreams and Dead Poet's Society).
I wish I could say that I have seen more of this years most
talked-about films, yet being overseas truly made seeing the "big
movies" somewhat difficult. When in London, however Russ and I
did get to see When Harry Met Sally..., he for the first time, 1 for
the third, where we sat next to none other than Fergie—no joke!
Try that at your local multiplex. (By the way, both the Duchess
and all the other Brits loved it!)
Now, as Siskel and Ebert would say, if we picked the Oscars...
The envelope please...
for the Arts! Submit article* to box 1310
Russ
Best Picture: Glory. For pure
impact, looking back ten years
from now, no film from 1989 will
even come close to this one.
Matthew Broderick, history will
show, stopped being a member of
the Brat Pack with this one and
became serious.
Best Actor: Morgan Freeman. I
have news for Tom Cruise - you
lose, buddy. The subtleties and
complexities of Freeman's role in
Driving Miss Daisy show a far
more complete on-screen por-
trayal than the Vietnam Vet.
Best Actress: Meg Ryan, Again
I'm out on alimb and it's windy but
she is simply superb in When
Harry Met Salty...Also wins for
best onscreen orgasm in history.
Best Supporting Actor: Robin
Williams. No surprise here.
Williams completely wins over
his students and the audience with
a mystifying performance of in-
credible power. Carp6 Diem. 1
love it!
Best Supporting Actress: Shirley
MacLaine and Olympia Dukakis.
In Steel Magnolias, these two are
the best duo of the year. Cooky,
pushy, and uproariously funny,
they lifted this film to among
the year's best.
Worst film by a mile: She-Devil.
A comedy starring Roseanne Barr
and Meryl Streep. Need I say
more? Don't even rent it.
Most entertainment value for
the dollar: Lethal Weapon II.
Anyone who believes that good
sequels don't exist gets squashed
by this one. The Nazis are worn
out as villains so how about fas-
cist, racist, drug smuggling,
money laundering South African
diplomats. Yippee-ki-yay!
Liz
Best Picture: I would have to
choose either Driving Miss Daisy
or When Harry Met Sally..., both
of which I consider perfect films.
They each bring so much about
life and love into about 2 hours,
and that's a pretty big feat any-
time! And Russ, we learned plenty
about how women feel about rela-
tionships from Sally, too.
Best Actor: OK Russ, now I'm
mad. I'm not going to answer this
question because I still have yet to
see Born On the Fourth of July,
and I think we owe Mr. Cruise
some consideration. I don't like
that snide little remark of yours,
since to my knowledge, you
haven't seen it either!
Best Actress: Jessica Tandy for
Driving Miss Daisy. She was just
perfect. What more can I say?
Best Supporting Actor: Sean
Connery \n Indiana Jones. What-
ever the man does, he is just in-
credible to watch. Who else could
have played Indy's Dad?
Best Supporting Actress: Carrie
Fisher inWhen Harry Mel Sally,...
She was one more great thing
about this movie, and she finally
proved that one does not have to
be Princess Leia forever.
Worst Film by a Mile: The Abyss.
This was "Close Encounters of
the Wet Kind", with a bad script
and bad special effects to boot.
Most Pleasant Surprise: Sea of
Love . Yes, it was just another
New York down and out detec-
tive thriller with some sex thrown
in, but it was very well done, with
good old A'l Pacino. (Even if he
does often look like he needs a
shower, Russ.)
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Peters: One of the Best
-by Nicole Moretti-
Arts Editor
Kim Peters '90 has recently
been honored as one of the Best of
Connecticut Student Writers for
her amazing poetry. She and the
four other Connecticut Student
Poets will be reading their works
al Trinity on Valentine's Day in
the Faculty Club at 8:15 p.m. I
was able to talk to this budding
writer and learn more about her
and her perspectives on poetry.
What have been some of your
greatest influences?
My advisor, Hugh Ogden, and the
English department have been my
greatest influences. These people
are always pushing me really hard
to keep writing, and revising.
Hugh has basically been my pri-
vate mentoras well as my biggest
infl uence and inspirational source.
I've had some miserable semes-
ters when I hated everything I
wrote.He's always kept me going.
Stephen Dunn, Sharon Olds, and
Alice Walker are probably three
of my favorite writers. Being at a
school where I was constantly
surrounded by poetry, like the
poet-in-residence who conducts
workshops each year, has defin-
itley been a major source of influ-
ence, also.
How do you get your ideas to
write about? Does something
just click in a way?
Well, kind of. Any of the work-
shop classes taken here require
sludents to keep a journal to write
ineverydayaboutanything. What
usually happens is I'll start writ-
ing garbage, kind of mechanical,
and then I'll get this idea midway.
Plus, reading helps a lot. If you
start reading a great deal, you start
thinking in that frame. You get
that rhythm in you head. For
ideas, I used to pick of ten things
and write poems about them. So
I'd write a poem about my father,
or about something that happened
tome. That method didn't work.
Usually I just start writing and it
will hit me midway what I'm
writing about.
So a lot of your work is very
personal.
Yes. I write about experiences I
have and people I know. When
one of my friends went into the
hospital for drug/alcohol prob-
lems, I wrote about five poems for
her about my visits to her in the
hospital. I also wrote poems for
my Dad and about a phone call I
received when I found out one of
my friends had died in a boating
accident. I think my poems are
becoming more abstract now. At
first I used to write in very spe-
cific detail about stuff like in-
sects. Now I'm getting into
broader topics and generaliza-
tions. I don'thave a specific style
or voice yet.
Are you ever embarrassed or
uncomfortable to let people read
your works?
Yes. 1 always feel like people are
really critical. Even in the Poetry
Circuit where the five of us know
that we were chosen by qualified
judges, not just because they
needed an extra body, we still feel
really insecure about reading stuff
for the first time and how people
are going to react. Usually I never
read anything unless Hugh has
completely criticised and edited
it. Then I revise it. Last week at
Yalel readapiece that no oneelse
has ever read. I was terrified that
nobody would understand it, but
it seemed to go over well. At least
nobody threw things at me or
booed.
What other kinds of criticism
have you received?
Any workshop taken from the
Writing Dept. gives plenty of criti-
cism. Everybody reads every-
thing you write and gives feed-
back. Friends who are English
majors and not in my classes also
read my pieces and criticize them.
I like to have other people besides
just Hugh criticize me so that I
can work with different perspec-
tives.
Where has your work been pub-
lished?
Over the summer I had two ar-
ticles published in Northeast
magazine. That was when I started
thinking about writing seriously.
I had never thought I was any
good and I had a couple of rough
workshops that slightly changed
my mind. My final Poetry Work-
shop was with Hugh and he wanted
me to submit some pieces to the
John Curtis Underwood Memo-
rial Prize for poetry where I tied
for first place. That was a big
surprise—I though it was just a
fluke. The pieces weren't even
that good; I'm still surprised about
that. Then Hugh advised me to
submit poetry to Northeast for the
Best of Connecticut Student Writ-
ers, and about five writers were
published. That was a really big
honor.
Tell me more about the Con-
necticut Poetry Circuit.
It's in its 21st year now. Every
year they pick five student writers
studying in CT. There are about
25 school participating. There's a
contest on each campus to find a
school representative. They send
their poetry to a judging commit-
tee comprised of published writ-
ers. Five are then selected to read
their poems at colleges across the
state. It's really fun, and the writ-
ers on the circuit this year are
amazing. We're all pretty differ-
ent but I think we complement
each other well.
Are you excited to read your
poems at Trinity?
No, I'm terrified. I don't mind
talking in front of strangers, but
I'mreally scared toread my poems
before everybody I know. When
we were at Wesleyan I didn'treally
care because I didn't know any-
body. But in front of my peers,
I'm nervous that they'll be much
more critical.
Is poetry something you're
going to pursue in the future?
Definitely. I want to get my PHD
in fine arts and teach English and
writing. I'm getting certified to
teach on the secondary school
level, so F11 probably do that for a
while. Then maybe I'll travel and
teach abroad, get my masters and
PHD and maybe teach at Trinity.
I never wanted to have a career in
writing, but now I really want
that. I'm really lucky to be doing
this. I'm more productive now
that there are all these people
writing, reading, and pushing me
to push myself. I've been writing
a lot of new pieces lately. I'm
usually not motivated to write a
lot. Now I find myself waking up
in the middle of the night and
staying up until 4 or 5 o'clock and
writing. I really feel good about
everything. Next year I'm going
to write a creative manuscript.
What do you think of Trinity's
English program?
Trinity's program is great. Other
writers on the circuit come from
schools with good programs like
Yale, Wesleyan, and UConn. But
our program is so much more
extensive. At other schools, pro-
fessors don't have the time to
really help the students. Here the
professors are always willing to
go out of their way to help every-
one. I would not be doing what
I'm doing if it were not for the
incredibly strong department that
Trinity has and the amazing sup-
port from the faculty.
Kim Peters: One of Connecticut's best poets. Photo by Kathleen Thomas
everse Angle
by Michael J. D'Amato
Working Class Coos
It is unlikely that Stanley and Iris, starring Robert De Niro and Jane Fonda, will be a runaway hit. The
spotlight for working class concerns perhaps has been preempted by the surprise success (and I should add
deserved success) of another class-conscious film, Roger and Me. Stanley and Iris, however, in its own
unique way, provides a moving and at times profound look at the lives and loves of those who are just
outside mainstream middle class America.
Director Martin Ritt guides the first part of the film with a soft, poetic hand. The film begins with an
establishing shot of a New England factory town (our own Waterbury, CT and, if you remember, the sight
of Vietnam Veterans' protests over "Hanoi Jane's" presence). The camera pans across the town to the
lyrical but somber flute music of John Williams. The shot locates us in an end-of-the-twentieth-century,
post-modern New England factory town that we are all familiar with: a town of neighborhoods blended
diffusely with exhausted factories, tic-tac color convenience stores, and the steel and concrete bowties of
highway overpasses. The camera passes by the bakery factory where Stanley and Iris work. We are
introduced to the stars of the film after a man steals Iris' purse with her hard-earned paycheck in it. She
runs after the thief with Stanley following. Iris is a fighter; she struggles with the thief before he gets away.
Stanley, on the other hand, is more passive and non-confrontational (a far cry from De Niro's "Raging
Bull" persona). Stanley escorts Iris home and they introduce themselves formally before parting: "I'm
. Stanley Cox/ I'm Iris King/ Stay out of harm's way Mrs. King."
Director Ritt is not in any rush to tie all the strings together in the acquaintance-turned-friendship-
turned-romance between Iris and Stanley. He gives equal weight to the lives each of them leads when they
are not together. We see the drudgery of Iris' work in the factory and the tense, anxious times she endures
as a widow supporting a daughter and an unemployed sister and brother-in-law. Ritt deals with Iris' dif-
ficult life sensitively and displays an ability to deal with the unique challenges to working class women.
For example, in one scene a factory foreman blasts an assembly line baker for leaving her station for too
long. He is hostile to her response that she had to leave because of cramps. He threatens to fire her if she
does so again and marches off. The woman responds after he leaves with rage: "Fuck the factory and fuck
him." She spits in the batter of filling for the pastries. Iris then plays off of and defuses the moment with
a joke. She looks in the batter and says, "Ohhhh, looks like we've got a new flavor." All the women (as
there are only women on the assembly line) laugh.
The crux of the story pivots around the discovery of Stanley' s illiteracy. To save Stanley from getting
fired as cook in the bakery's canteen, Iris reveals to the boss that Stanley cannot read or write. Stanley is
fired anyway. Ritt draws a parallel between the way the women are mistreated in the factory and the way
management abuses its male employess with equal vigor. Stanley then wanders from job to job. He is
unable to support his father who he has been living alone with for his entire life. The film then reaches
a point of sheer, understated beauty. Stanley bringsd his father, Leonides Cox (played with excellence by
Feodor Chaliapin) to a social welfare home. The social worker asks Stanley, "Any problem with his
memory?" Stanley respnds, "No. He's clean. He's clean and he's broke." The following sequence of
love and bonding between Stanley and his father (which corresponds and is crosscut with the relationship
between and Iris and her mother) call to mind an Ingmar Bergman film in their ability to state the simple
with eloquence and profundity. Before Stanley leaves his father, he says, "You've been a good father, Pop.
I'm sorry. You never laid a hand on me. I'm going now."
Stanley and Iris repays a viewing with excellent acting and pacing which plays against typical
Hollywood exposition of time. That is, Ritt constructs the film such that the meetings between Stanley
and Iris, necessary for their relationship to culminate in love, are believable. In other words, this is not a
film that races to get De Niro and Fonda in love and in bed with one another. They will wander in and out
of each other's lives amny times over the course of the film. As a result, Ritt is able to break down the
improbable and contrived conventions of cause and effect found in Hollywood romances.
One final note that needs to be made about Stanley and Iris. The ending is horrible and compromises
the fine work which precedes it. ^ _
Visiting Lenna
by Kim Peters
You're sitting across the
hospital table from me :
spooning cubes of green
into your mouth, •
half-watching
the black and white TV
in the corner
of the too-white room.
There are others . : .
in bathrobes- / •
who look unshowered
and unshaven ; ,•" •:
smoking cigarettes, pacing
mumbling to themselves;
"It's not so bad-the people
are nice, .
foods awful, "you say.
I'm looking at you
not believing you're here.
You're telling me that
you've never been able
to turn it down,
telling me that you can't
stop-
, really /can't-
can't smoke just half a joint
can't drink just one beer.
You have to keep going until
you're finished,
until there's nothing left to
be had.
And now I'm just watching
you,




when night after night we
dipped our drunk ,
eighteen-year-old bodies
into the pure darkness or
Waban Lake „
and thought we would come
out clean.
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This One's For You, Tax Commissioner Fred
Income-tax time is here
again, and I'm sure that the
Number One question the
minds of millions of anxious
taxpayers is: Do we have a
new Internal Revenue Service
commissioner named "Fred."
I am pleased to report
that yes, we do. In fact, if you
look on Page 2 of your IRS
Form 1040 Instruction Booklet
Written By Nuclear Physicists,
you'll find a nice letter from
Commissioner Fred, in which
he states, on behalf of all the
fine men and women and
attack dogs at the IRS: "Let us
know if we can do more."
I know I speak for
taxpayers everywhere when I
say: "NO! Really,Fred! You've
done enough!" I am thinking
of such helpful IRS
innovations as the Wrong
Answer Hotline, wherein, if
you're having trouble
understanding a section of the
IRS Secret Tax Code, all you
have to do is call the IRS
Taxpayer Assistance Program,
and in a matter of seconds,
thanks to computerized
electronics, you are placed on
hold for several hours before
finally being connected to
personnel! But all kidding
aside, it's very important that
the taxpayers be aware of
recent mutations in the tax law.
For example, this year
everybody connected with the
savings and loan industry gets
a free boat. Also there are
strict new regulations how
taxpayers should cheat. "If a




booklet, "then he or






the rental of the
videotape "Big
Nostril Mamas."
W h e n
preparing your
return, you should
be sure to avoid
common taxpayer
mistakes, states the
IRS booklet, are (1)
"failure to include
a current address,"
and (2) "Failure to





All of us, at one time or
another, have been guilty of
these mistakes, but I'm sure
this year we'll try to cooperate
fully with the IRS, because, as
citizens, we feel a strong
machines from Litton
Industries for $73 million, or
about $421,000 per machine.
popular federal programs
Dave Barry
patriotic duty not to go to jail.
Also we know that our
government cannot serve us
unless it gets hold of our j u s t t h e PAPER for this

























f o l l o w i n g
statement about it:
"You can drag this
through the mud, drop it off
the end of a pickup truck, run
it in a rainstorm and operate it
at 30 below zero."
The spokesperson also
said (I am still not making this
up): "I was looking ata picture
such as the $421,000 fax
machine. I am not making this
program up. I found out about
it from alert readers Trish Baez
and Rick Haan, who faxed me
an article by Mark Thompson
of Knight-Ridder newspapers
concerning a U.S. Air Force
contract to buy 173 fax
of a squirrel it produced this
morning, and if you wanted to
sit there long enough you
could count the hairs on the
squirrel."
The questions that
probably come to your mind
are:
1. The Air Force is using
a $421,000 fax machine to send
pictures of SQUIRRELS?
2. Are these ENEMY
squirrels?
3. Or does the combat
fax just start spontaneously
generating animal pictures
after you drop it off the end of
a pickup truck?
The answers
are: None of your business.
You're a taxpayer, and your
business is to send in money,
and if the Air Force wants a
special combat fax machine,
or a whole combat OFFICE
with combat staplers and
combat potted plants and
combat musak systems
capable of playing Barry
Manilow at 45 degrees below
zero, then it will be your
pleasure to pay for them.
Because this is America, and
we are Americans, and—call
me sentimental, but this is how
I feel—there is something
extremely appealing about the
concepts of Barry Manilow at
45 degrees below zero,
©1990 Tribune Media Services
Calvin & Hobbes By Bill Watterson
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Watterson's Calvin and Hobbes is printed in the Tripod courtesy of the Hartford Courant j





A Valentine's Day Gift Guide For the Jilted
VALENTINE CARDS
Cards for the traditionalist or cheapskate...
All of our valentines are handmade to your own personal specifications. Did
your ex have bad body odor? Well, send them a verse that says;
Violets are blue
Roses are pink
Not only do you smell
But you'll always stink
Or maybe s/he would prefer one of our scratch and sniff cards. MMMMM!
Doused with large amounts of odious odiferousness, these cards will remind your
ex how you feel about him/her for years to come. Choose from a large selection of
horrible scents including; "Evening in Trenton," "Doggie Doo in Summertime," "Ye
Olde Egg Salad," and "Jammin'Gym Socks."
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
because nothing says it better (except for the occassional obscenity)
a dozen gorgeous long stems
•— no roses, just stems
a dozen of our finest dead black roses
One of our famous musical roses
plays "I Used to Love Her But I Had to Kill Her" by Guns n'Roses
or "Liar Liar" by Debbie Harry
SWEETS FOR CHEATS
treats to promote illness and cavities ... because you care.
The Last Year's Special
A yummy box of candy from last Valentine's Day minus all of the good
stuff .We guarantee only the grossest moldy jellies and nasty sherbert flavors.
All squished by an unknown finger.
The Sweetest Insult Ever
Convey to him/her how you really feel in one word. Choose from our large
selection of insults, all written in 100% artificial chocolate. Yum Yum!
Chocolate Covered Household Pests
Our most popular candy selection! Choose from rats, roaches, silverfish and
other select insects. This will really bug the heck out
of them!
EX-TRA SPECIAL GIFTS
for those ex-lovers who really deserve it!
Hate is in the air with our special heart shaped hydrogen balloons. Truly an '
explosive sentiment!
Or check out our large assortment of large Day-Glo stuffed plush animals.
These little lovelies are bigger and uglier than anything you'll ever find at a
sleazy carnival. And the best part about them is that they are indestructable...
Your ex will remember you forever!
Does your ex have everything? Well, buy him/her something you'll know
they'll dread for days to come — a gift certificate to the proctologist/
gynocologist.
Does your intolerence for your ex extend so far as it is much more than a once
a year kind of thine? We have the perfect eift for vou! Toin f-hpm im for ™,r
The End of the World
You may have noticed the new Satellite dish on top of the
McCook building. Or you may not have given it a second
thought. You should. It is going to cause the demolition of our
planet.
The Satellite dish is part of the Science department's new
"Dial-A-Planet" service, through which, the evil scientists are
sending signals to worlds distant from our own. Apparently,
most planets do not have a "900" number where they can be
reached, except for Neptune, and the service costs
$2,000,000,000,000 dollars for the first minute, and 99 cents for
each additional minute. You call them, and all you get is a
bunch of Neptunians swearing at each other and violating
certain interplanetary harrasment policies.
So, in order to communicate with alien beings, the Science
Department has installed the Giant Space Communicator. They
are sending out the same message, repeated every half hour:
"Hey, you out there. No, not you, the other one. Yes, you. Earth
here. Come on by if you get a chance, and please land in some
farmer's field in Tulsa so nobody will believe him except the
National Enquirer. It'll be a great inter-galactic prank, don't
you think? Love, The Bio Department."
As practical jokes go, it's not bad. Aliens love a good
laugh, and because they don't have much on TV, they have little
to do with their time except scare the pants off some of the hicks
and mental midgets in our country's heartland.
We have been sending them new television shows to
keep them entertained when they're not joy-flying around the
Midwest. The Science Department is sending episodes of "The
Brady's" new show because aliens are tired of the old reruns.
After seeing the first show, maybe we ought to reconsider.
Aliens are very sensative to poorly-written television, and
might just blow us up for pleasure unless we send more
• entertaining shows.
Maybe we could consider making shows especially for
the aliens. They probably wouldn't like "Alf" or "Star Trek"
because they are pretty tired of being portrayed as evil, green
• monsters with eight eyes and tentacles. The truth is that they all
look remarkably like Michelle Pfeiffer.
This isn't so bad for the alien women, but the alien men
are hopping mad about the whole thing, and they are liable to
come down here wearing nothing but low cut dresses and slink
around our pianos while we're trying to practice. Of course,
things could be worse. And, it turns out. they are.
The alien Pfeiffers have sent back their reply, and it
doesn't bode well: "Thanks for calling; we were wondering
what you were up to. We'll be happy to land in the Farmer's
backyard, no problem there. That's been one of our favorite
pranks for years—glad you enjoy it. Unfortunately, you guys
are blocking our view of the sun, so either move 3 billion miles
to the left or it's Death-Star time for you. You might want to
reconsider any long-term investments you may have made."
As encouraging as it is to get financial advice from the
Pfeiffers, I think you should be mildly concerned that we have
to pack up and move the WHOLE DAMN PLANET thanks to
the Science People, who are far too concerned about killing
hamsters than with the potential for making friends with the
Pfeiffers. Noooo, they couldn't leave well enough alone. They
had to stick their noses into other planefs business. No wonder
I flunked out of "Physiological Adaptations."
f r y ! Joi  the  up
special Roadkill of the Month Club. Each month brings a brand new street
sweetie. A unique way to say "I don't like you" year round!treat to your s eetie.
-Happy VD from the Biker Chick
What we are sending via satellite to the alien Planet Pfeiffer
A .,-"'
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D.J. Vu Little Shop O
f Horrors
All I Wanted Was a Hamster
It's A Rebellious Conspiracy
In the wee hours of January
6th, 1990, the forces of the Trin-
itsky College Capitalist Pig Party
were required to take drastic ac-
tion to secure its economic sover-
eignty over a strife-torn campus.
With Matherovski Campuski
Center firmly under the control of
the Pig Party's stormtroops— led
by Gernerals Adams, Nash, and
Haskell— the Party was able to
purge rebellious elements from
the upper echelons of the
institution's ruling hierarchy.
The biggest head to topple in
the Pig Party purge was none other
than the head of the institution's
military, Biagimir Ruccinovich.
According to sources within the
Trinitsky Capitalist Pig Party,
Ruccinovich was the main scape-
goat in the Party's crack down on
a military coup attempt.
The beheading of Ruc-
cinovich came as quite a surprise
to the Trinitsky community, as
merely one month ago the
College's ranking military offi-
cer was seen standing beside
Capitalist Pig Party Premier Tho-
masovich Geretsky at a display of
military strength in honor of
Donomir Muhammadova. Not
only was Geretsky standing be-
side his "right-hand man," the
premier sent Ruccinovich a five
pound box of chocolates reward-
ing him for a job well done in
suppressing the December revolt
of Islamic Nationalists.
Refering to his earlier cam-
paign promise of "clean water"
for the Trinitsky campus, Ger-
etsky stated that Ruccinovich was
deposed because "the waters have
already been muddied."
Following the trial and exe-
cution of Ruccinovich, the Pig
Party proceeded to round up all
disidents within the military, and
subjected them to a rigid session
of "de-programming." While
claims have been made that the
Geretsky regime subjected the
disidents to torture, Donnanova
Willsonsky, Director of the Capi-
talist Department of Human
Rescources, claimed the round-
up was designed to facilitate
"information sessions, to get our
[the administrations] point of view
across."
Several purged party mem-
bers claim they were subjected to
the extremest forms of torture
imaginable, as they were tied to a
chair and forced to watch Ger-
etsky smile and wave at them
through his office window.
A Capitalist Pig Party mem-
ber, who would comment only on
theconditionofanonymity, feared
reprisals from the powerful elites
within the C. P. P. The anony-
mous Party member was quoted
as saying, "We're not obeying the
Party's orders because we believe
in the supreme economic sover-
eignty of the Capitalis Pig Party,
we are obeying orders because we
fear that we will be castrated."
The recent crack-down on
anti-Capitalist subversives took
place in the shadow of an upcom-
ing democratic vote within the
campus military, designed to de-
termine wether or not the Capital-
ist Pig Party should have a mo-
nopoly on campus wide economic
power. According to sources
within the C. P. P., close to 95% of
the Trinitsky military apparatus
supported the establishment of a
multi-party economic syslem prior
to the beheading of Ruccinovich.
But several hours before the vote
was to take place, Ruccinovich's
personal belongings were re-
moved from military headquar-
ters. Apparently, LizskyJohnson-
oslav followed Geretsky's orders
in spray painting "Vote No or
Die" on the wall behind
Ruccinovich's vacant desk.
Cowed into submission,
Trinitsky's military officers voted
16-4 in favor of the C. P. P.'s
economic monopoly, Geretsky's
aides pointed to the vote as a major
victory for the young premier, as
Geretsky has undergone severe
criticism from several of the
campus' human rights activists.
The Pig Party faced a similar
uprising twenty'years ago in the
southern reaches of its campus
empire. In that revolt, members
of the Buildings and Grounds
Party were successful in gaining
economic autonomy for their
province.
The downfall of the military's
recent attempt at economic au-
tonomy strengthens the belief that
the C. P. P. is willing to use force
to concrify its vice-grip on the
campus economy. As economic
unrest is growing within the
CapitalistPigEmpire, particularly




Has anyone out there ven-
tured into a pet shop lately?
Unless you're mentally prepared
— DON'T! It can be quite a
traumatic experience. I know this
for a fact. I have seen what is out
there and I am scared. Let me
explain. It all started out with a
relatively simple goal: find a really
cute hamster and buy him from a
somewhat reliable place. It turned
out not to be so simple after all.
Wait— let me correct that. It
turned out to be hell.
I should have known better
than to start at a pet store named
"Exotic Fin and Feather." None
of the hamsters I know have ei-
ther fins or feathers, so I should
have just driven past the place,
right? Wrong. I had to enter a
store with more steam on its win-
dows than a car at "Get-Some
Mountain."
After about ten minutes of
weaving through fish tanks and
bird cages, I found the hamster
"corner," complete with five
musty smelly cages. It was lovely.
The well informed worker who "
assisted" me not only didn't even
know his hamsters but he also had
the gall to feign ignorance when I
discovered one hamster dead in
its cage. Poor Fluffy had bit the
big one. The pet guy told me it
• a *So, You're a President's Fellow
That means Scholarship and Discounts
-Special to the Tripod-
As graduating seniors, many
of Trinity's mysteries have not
yet been revealed to us. For in-
stance, just what is a President's
Fellow? Ok, it is a group of Trin-
ity students (and IDP's) who have
shown, among other things, aca-
demic distinction, and thus enjoy
numerous Hamlin Hall meals and
edit the Trinity Papers. In our
attempt to further define "the
President's Fellow", we were
stumped. Unsure of how they are
selected, much less why, we have
only our sub-President's Fellow
The Ombudsman HI:
Attack of the Loonballs!
They're out there, campers.
Just two letters to the Ombuds-
man this week, and they're from
loonballs:
Steve: A small question:
what is the targe, steaming spot
of earth outside: the Cave,
where grass does not stop
growing...and why has it mi-
grated uphill from outside
Hallden?
Just curious, S. I'ing.
Well, apparently old .S. has a lor
of .spate time on his hands. The
spot is fungus, an it has migrated
from Hallden because it had a
nervous breakdwdti while trying
to operate the computers in the
SAS lab.
Steve: One question. Why
arc pigeons only in the City?
The answer wil I be in the mean-
ing of life.
Thank you, anonymous
thinker for that wild, provoca-
tive question. The admissions
office must have been ignoring
the SAT's when they accepted
you. The meaning of life has
nothing to do with jpigeons. The
meaning of life is, as we all
know: John Claud Eats Scrod.
It's, taking the campus by
storm- -use ii in your daily con-
versations.
For the rusi of you whohave
beitei, more insightful questions,
send ilicm to me c/0 Box 1310.
Mo more anonymous pseudo-
Viewer-Vlail. please. Have some
courage and sij*n. your names.
The. Ombudsman is here to help.
intelligence to rely upon in our
quest. So here is our attempt,
meager though itmay be, to probe
the possible duties and perks that
await the President's Fellow.
Duties:
1. Get ice for faculty mixers.
2. Babysit President's chil-
dren.
3. Write Interpretive Essay
on the meaning of "Handful" the
godforsaken object located be-
tween North Campus and High
Rise.
4. Maintain C- average upon
notice of fellowship.
5. Design instructional video
tape "Good Study Habits: The
Trinity Way".
6. Establish l-900-BRN-
NOSE service. Great Talk, No
Shouting and No Cover No Mini-
mum.
7. Write rebuttals to offen-
sive or slanderous articles in the
Tripod.
8. Remove outdated Mather
advertisements.
9. Write essay, "Why B's
Hurt So Much"
10. Proofread the Trinity
College Handbook.
With such tenuous duties to
fulfill, and only their raw intelli-
gence and Hamlin Hall food to
sustain them, the President's Fel-
lows are obviously deserving of
the following Perks.
1. Advance notice of Marri-
ott Theme nights.
2. $2.75 in Cave credit.
3. Free Hallden Red System
disks.
4. "Headsies" in Pre-regis-
tration lines.
5. Lucrative endorsement
offers from Folletts-The Friendly
Trinity Bookstore.
6. Reserve parking spaces in
the Vernon Street parking lot.
7. Memorial security cam-
eras.
8. 25% return on books sold
back to Folletts-The Friendly
Trinity Bookstore, up from the
regular 5% other Trinity students
enjoy.
9. Passes to Crow's Ladies
Nightparty (Women) oran Eques-
trian Team Burlesque Show
(Men).
10. Group picture for Marri-
ott photo gallery.
Now, before all you
President's Fellows rush to your
quills, relax, you're the best!, You
know it, we admit it. Underclass-
men, take heed, strive for this
honor, or don't, and have more
fun writing about this group.
Besides, you can always say you
were a President *s Fel low on your
resume any way.
was just sleeping. Yeah, right! In
seconds I was out that door and on
my way to Pet Shop of Horrors
#2, feeling a combination of dis-
couragement and acute nausea.
Noting the name on the door.
"Magic Pet Shop," my hopes were
somewhat lifted again. Since I've
always liked magic, I figured this
place would be better. Wrong
again. As soon as I got inside, I
was almost knocked over by a
feeling of claustrophobia. Or
maybe it was the smell I don't
know.
Needless to say this store's
hamster selection was quite a
bummer as well... I think. To be
perfectly honest, I didn't manage
to make it past the baby monkey
cage obstacle without being kon-
ked on the head by a falling water
bottle. The "assistant" witnessed
the whole scene but seemed none
too interested in helping me fight
against that mangy monkey,. He
was too engrossed in rearranging
cat toys. Come to Chink of it, I
never noticed any cats . . . after
this the hamsters looked scary and
so 1 fled once again.
B ack in the car, I was tempted
to just throw in the towel. But a
little voice in my head kept say ing
over and over "One more place.
Just one more place." I wanted a
hamster and 1 wanted it bad.
The lust place on my list was
called "Cathy's Critters." Great.
The name made me think of the
movie "Critters," and I wasn't
quite ready to deal with apet store
full of critters. But the voice in




crowded with fish tanks and there
was actually a little room to move
around. The airstillstank, though.
I suppose that was inevitable.
Besides that, the hamsters (along
with some guinea pigs and birds)
had their own room. The employ-
ees were very courteous and pleas-
ant, and even knew what they
were talking about. And I had
almost lost hope.. .
So now I have an adorable
little Siberian dwarf hamster(why
they're called "Siberian," I have
no idea. In fact I have no idea why
its called a "dwarf'ora "hamster"
either—but I digress.) I am also
the proud owner of a converted
fish tank, a water bottle, a bag of
woodchips,abagofhamsterfood,
and, a hamster exercise wheel
(which he never uses) and quite a
bit of hamster unmentionables.
All for the low low price of 50
bucks... plus about $20 in wasted




8:30 am - 5:00 pm, Mather Front Desk
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MAYlS JUST AROUND
if ii it o i c
WHY WAIT until May to set your post-graduate
career goals? Spring to action now with the com-
pany that's committed to your career success... [ ~ T 1
The May Department Stores Company.
As one of the premier retailers in the country,
The May Company invites ALL MAJORS to
apply for one of the retail industry's top profes-
sional opportunities! We're proud to be ranked
by Fortune Magazine as one of the most
admired corporations. And we're proud of our
14th consecutive year of sales and earnings
record growth! Our dedication to career training
and development is key to the success of each
May division, and your professional goals. p***™!
The first step of your career begins with The § I !
May Executive Training Program - a nationally
acclaimed management training course designed
to enhance your skills and performance. This
structured 13 week program offers individualized
career support systems and the best combination
of classroom and on-the-job training. Ultimately,
it's designed to prepare you for your first position
as well as a successful May Company career!
In addition to the industry's most competitive
salaries, we provide outstanding benefits including
generous merchandise discounts!
If you've got the leadership qualities we're look-
ing for - commitment, drive, people skills,
management potential and a solid academic
record - we want to meet you.
Interested candidates are encouraged to attend
our open house Tuesday, February 13,
llam-3pm, in CC375. Bring your resume and
meet with alumni representatives from GFOX,
Lord & Taylors, and Filenes. Light refreshments
will be served. Casual, dress.
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Indoor Track Heads For New Englands
Continued from Page 20 ^ 9i Page 20
Foster '91 in the 55m. The scor-
ing was rounded out by a strong
second place finish in the women's
800m by Carrie Pike '93.
The next two stops were the
Tuesday meet series for the men's
team. The first one took the Bants
to the grounds of Southern Con-
necticut State for a five team meet
against Coast Guard, Southern
Connecticut, Central Connecticut,
and Wesleyan. The highlights of
this meet were the third place pole
vault of 11 '6" for James Mackey
'92 and pair of fourths that frosh
sensation Bruno picked up in the
55m and 200m dashes. Also,
Mackey's vault equalled his col-
legiate best which shows that he is
gearing up well for the upcoming
outdoor season.
Following a week's rest, the
Bants travelled back to Coast
Guard for their final appearance
of the indoor season. This meet
featured many good results for
the men's team, starting with the
sprints. Once again, Bruno placed
well in the 55m and 200m dashes
with times of 6.90 and 24.08. His
200m effort was also supported
by the fine performance of an-
other frosh, Craig TenBrink, who
caputured sixth with a time of
24.62. TenBrink also added a
sixth in the 400m with a quick
time of 54.53.
The field events also had their
moments as Gourley contiuned
his relentless assault on a per-
sonal best in the shot with a third
place toss of 42'9". Mackey
continued to scale new heights in
the pole vault with a fourth place
finish. Meanwhile, over at the
"sandbox," Sobel completed his
best series of jumps ever, with all
5 legal jumps over 20', to finish in
third with a personal best of 20'4
3/4".
On Feb. 3, the men's and
women's team travelled to Yale's
Coxe Cage for the annual Con-
necticut State Indoor champion-
ships. The fast surface of the
Cage always seems to bring out
the best efforts in the Trinity track-
sters, and this day was no excep-
tion. Bruno turned in his fastest
55m time of the season (6.85)
enroute to a berth in the semi-
finals of ahighly competitive dash
field. Foster also was on his way
to a spot in the semi-finals when
he pulled his left hamstring just
before the finish. Though the
injury was unfortunate, Foster
seems well on the way to a full
recovery. Middle dis-
tance ace Campbell Barrett '92
also contributed a seasonsal best
in the 500m of 1:12.94. His strong
race is indicative of the potential
he will certainly bring to fruition
come outdoor season. In the
women's 1500m race, Pike easily
won her heat in a New England
Division III qualifying time of
5:11.62, which also gave her
seventh place in the state. From
this race, it is obvious that Pike
has made the transition to from
cross country to the track quite
well. Finally, in the field, Sobel
rode an excellent step and jump
phase to a personal best of 40'1 1/
4" in the triple jump.
This brought the Trinity
tracksters their final stop of the
regular indoor season, the Wil-
liams Invitational held last Satur-
day. This meet contained proba-
bly the best Division III competi-
tion Trinity would see until the
outdoor season. The men and
women Bants were ready for the
challenge. The day started with
the tandem of Bruno and Sobel
taking third and fourth in the long
jump behind some strong Wil-
liams jumpers. Excellent results
in the field events also came from
Donna-Marie Campbell *93 in the
high jump and women's co-cap-
tain Jen VanCampen in the shot
whose toss of 31 '7" was good for
both the win and qualified her for
the New England Division Ill's.
The sprints also held good
news as Bruno placed third in a
fast 200m race with an indoor
seasonal best of 23.91. His result
was complemented by the 200m
indoor seasonal bests of TenBrink
(24.2) and Cuong Pho '93 (25.2).
TenBrink also added a seasonal
best of 53.7 in the 400m. Un-
doubtedly, the star of day was
Pike who placed third in the 800m
(2:29.92) and the 1500m (5:07)
with her only defeat coming at the
hands of a couple of senior Ail-
Americans. Additionally, her
800m time qualified her to the
Division III New Englands, while
her 1500m represented a seasonal
best.
This summarizes the whirl-
wind indoortour of the men's and
women's team. The good results
seen across the board on the track
as well as the field portend well
for the men and women Bants'
outdoor future. Next week, the
track teams travel to the Division
III New England Championships.
For the women, the competition
will take place at Bowdoin with
Pike, Edlund, and VanCampen
scheduled to compete. The men
will travel to Bates where Bruno,
Gourley, and Sobel are tentatively
scheduled for competition.
Write for YOUR Team.
Fencing Boasts Unblemished Record
-By Roger Park-
Sports Staff Writer
The Trinity College Fencing
Team is the only undefeated
winter sport on campus this year.
The team will be competing
against Brown University on
February 17, then the team will go
to the New England Fencing tour-
nament (The Big One) on the the
24th of this month.
There are three different types
of fencing such as foil, sabre and
epee and the team is divided into
several teams that specialize in a
certain weapon. Mens' foil is
lead by James Hong '90 and is
doing incredbily well this year.
Thecaptain of womens' foil, Sally
Hurtig '91, commented about the
womens' team current undefeated
status by stating, "although there
are not many women fencers
around, its exciting to compete
with a small yet undefeated team."
All of the fencing teams compete
only with other Division I schools.
The Trinity Fencing Team has
gone against several noted schools
such as UCONN, Tufts, Dar-
mouth, Fairfield and Boston
University although the budget is
limited for the team.
Eric Campbell '92 is captain
of the epee team and is a fine
example of dedication to the team.
James Cahill '92, a.k.a. J.C.,
commented that "Eric Campbell
has improved and is fencing in-
credibly well." J.C. is also cap-
tian of the sabre team
and acts a bit like the
fencing team guru.
He also commented
that, "there are no
seniors on the team
and I'm very im-





Matt Astle '93 as a
fencer who has had
five years experi-
ence; he is 25-4 this
year. Christopher
Gillon '93 says
"dedication makes the team."
There are about twenty peopi-"
on the team and the season star1
in October and ends in Februar.
Fencing might give an impre
sion of intimidation, but the peop1
on the team are dedicated ai
sincere individuals. If you a
interested in fencing, a class • •
taught in the fall semester. Fi •(







To study alone for the MCAT is nearly impossible. To study without
Stanley H. Kaplan is simply a bad career move.
Maybe it's our 50 years of experience. Our small classes and advanced
teaching methods. Or a research department that reacts to test changes before
most companies even know they exist.
Whatever it is, if medicine is in your future, Stanley H. Kaplan can help
you start practicing right now.
§ STANLEY BL KAPIAN
£ Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
For other locations call 800-KAP-TESX
Bantams beat Bowdoin «0--T4 Saturday H i " ' " hy Kevin Wong
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This week there was one story which caught the collective eye of
the sports world.
No, it was not a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence. This eliminates
Saturday night's heavyweight title fightknown to some as "Pinocchio
in Tokyo" (or "The Big Lie"). No, there were not tens of thousands on
hand to cheer on the participants. In fact, there was no competitive
tension surrounding the event. It was, however, featured on every
major television network and the subject of millions of conversations.
We are referring, of course, to the eagerly anticipated annual event
of publication of the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue.
There are many lights in which we can gaze upon this topic. There
are the standard arguments stating "Let's have this once a month!" and
"Cancel my son's subscription immediately!" which appear every year
in the issues in the weeks following. This year, however, there were
several embarrassing anecdotes emanating from the Windward Is-
lands. Here within, the never before published evidence.
• Kathy Ireland showed up with braided armpit hair.
• The models brought beer! Not just any beer, but great-tasting
Keystone Light, the bottled-beer in a can!
• Elle Macpherson's newly acquired tattoo on her left buttock had to
be air brushed into oblivion.
• The organizers of the Westminster Dog Show wanted coverage in a
sports publication so badly that they shipped down a couple of basset
hounds clad in bikinis.
• Someone brought up the question of "Does anyone really care how
much the suits cost?"
• Sabrina Barnett had to have a sea urchin surgically removed from her
ear. ; ,
• The idea of putting bathing suits of the correct size on the models was
considered until it was realized that these might look like real people.
• Everyone working on the project got paid to spend up to two months
in the Caribbean with the most beautiful women in the world.
In addition, various proposals were bandied around for more
progressive future issues. The following was a conversation overheard
at a news stand.
"Women are being exploited to sell magazines!"
"It's only once a year! What do you think goes on the rest of the
year? I mean, do basketball players wear much more than these women
do?"
•'• •" "Also, the models are getting younger all the time. It's disgust-
ing!"
"I know, soon there'll be models with pubescent acne gracing the
cover of this hallowed American tradition."
And so the debate goes on.
After a midseason record of
2-6, the red hot Trinity Men's
Squash team won four matches in
a row highlighted by a narrow 5-
4 victory over the Ephmen of
Williams College on Feb. 7. The
victory over Williams evened the
Bantams' record to 6-6. Dave
Johnson's Ephmen came into the
match with an overall record of 8-
6.
The Bantams were led by
captain David Confair '90, Mal-
colm Miller '90, and Mark Lewis
'91, each of whom notched key
victories. Confair manhandled
his opponent, John B irgbauer '90,
in a straight games win, 15-11,
18-13, 15-11. As the score indi-
cates, the match was rather close,
especially in the second game
where Birgbauer, the Williams
captain, stormed back to tie the
game at 13-13. However, Confair
took control of the situation and
overpowered his Williams
counterpart by winning five
straight points and the game, 18-
13. This left Birgbauer entirely
discouraged as Confair rolled over
him in the third game.
The freshman sensation
Justin McCarthy, Trinity's num-
ber one player, was also involved
in a close and exciting match
against the quick and deceptive
Bruce Hopper'92. However, the
results were not the same. After
winning the first game 15-8,
McCarthy found difficulty in
deciphering Hopper's deceptive
strokes and lost the next three
games, 15-6, 15-13, 15-10, and
the match. At the number two
spot, Trinity's Ricky Campbell
'91 also had difficulties with his
opponent, freshman Andy Clay-
ton. Campbell won the first game
of the match in a tiebreaker 18-16.
Unfortunately, Clayton won the
next three games and the match
fora 16-18, 15-9, 15-11, 15-11
win.
At number five, freshman
Cameron Hopkins made mince-
meat out of Williams' Rob IUig
'91 inalaugherl5-8,18-14,15-8.
Hopkins showed surprising poise
and maturity for a freshman in a
match that was marred by con-
flicts and disputes between the
two players. After a dispute over
a let call in the second game,
Hopkins held his own as he won
the game in a tiebreaker. Another
freshman, Chris Hart, won his
match at number six against Zia
Malmood '90 after dropping the
first game 15-4. Hart raced back
to win the next three games and
the match, 4-15, 15-11, 17-14,
15-10. The maturity and the
experience gained by the fresh-
men made Coach Richard Dan-
forth very happy.
In a heartbreaker, Trinity's
Chris O'Brien '93 lost to Don
MacKinnon '91 in a greuling, but
exciting match that went down to
the wire. After losingthe first two
games, O'Brien stormed back to
win thenexttwogames 15-12and
15-3. In the fifth and deciding
game, O'Brien and MacKinnon
were tied 14-14. Unfortunately
for Trinity's relentless freshman,
MacKinnon won the next three
points and the match by the score
of 15-11, 15-6, 12-15, 3-15, 17-
14. This was probably the most
exciting match of the afternoon.
Words cannot describe the inten-
sity and the effort displayed by
the two players.
This left the Bantams and the
Ephmen deadlocked at 3-3. Miller
put the Bantams ahead for good
by defeating his opponent, James
McLain '93, 15-4, 8-15, 18-15,
17-14. Lewis won the clincher at
number three after dropping the
first game 15-12. He took firm
control of his match and won the
next games 15-9, 18-15, 15-7 to
win the match. Trinity's senior
Scott English lost his match to
Steve Buxbaum '90, however.
The 5-4 victory was a great win
for Trinity against archrival Wil-
liams who is always a tough op-
ponent.
On Feb. land 2, the Bantams
traveled to Middletown, CT to
face Wesleyan, Brown Univer-
sity, and University of Rochester
in a round robin at Wesleyan. Led
by Freshman Blair Keller and
Sophomore Geoffrey Strawbr-
idge, Trinity easily won those
matches by the scores of 9-0,9-0,
and 8-1, respectively. Once again
the underclassmen show that they
can compete with their upperclass-
men teammates in Division I
squash and that they will be strong
editions to the squash program in
the future.
The Williams match was the
the last home match for the 89-90
season. Coach Danforth should
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Carling Black Label (bar bottles)
$6.99/case
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sn's Basketball
Bates 86, Trinity 75
Intramural Hoops
Standings
Trinity(75) - Chris Hinchey OOO, Matt Perno 0
0 0, Mark Horncastle 0 1 1 , Joe Reiily 10 0
23, Mike Allen 4 0 10, Pieter VanderHeide 3 0
16, Mark O'Day 5 2 12, Matt Vaughn 3 0 8,
Dennis McCoy 2 0 5, Michael Stubbs 4 2 10.
I Totals; 31 5.
Three point Goals: Reilly(3), Allen(2),
Vaughn(2), McCoy.
Trinity 80, Bowdoin 74
Trinity(80) - Chris Hinchey 4 19 , Matt Perno 0
0 0, Mark Horncastle 0 0 0, Joe Reiliy 5 11
21, Mike Allen 3 2 10, Pieter VanderHeide 1 0
2, Mark O'Day 6 3 15, Matt Vaughn 2 5 10,
Dennis McCoy 1 0 2, Michael Stubbs 5 1 1 1 .
Totals: 31 5.
Three point Goals: Allen(2), Vaughn.
Women's Basketball
Bates 75, Trinity 63
Trinity(63) -Debbie Giew 0 0 0, Kathy
Moynagh 5 3 13, Jodi Falcigno 6 2 14,
Maureen Strickland 0 0 0, Kathy Ennis 0 0 0,
Amy Chiodo 114 26, Karyn Farquhar 4 210,
Allison Bolk 0 0 0. Totals: 26 11.
Bowdoin 59, Trinity 58
Trinity(58) -Debbie Glew 0 0 0, Kathy
Moynagh 2 2 6, Jodi Falcignoi 3 5, Maureen
Strickland2 2 6, Kathy Ennis 2 0 4, Amy
Chiodo 5 2 12, Karyn Farquhar 11 3 25, Lisa
O' Connel 0 0 0. Totals: 23 10.

















































































































NCAA All-Time Scoring Leaders
3,647 - Pete Maravieh, LSO, l*J-1970
3,249 - Frwmaa Williams, PortUnd St., W74-1978
3,064 - H»ny Keliy, T«*s Sotithem, I»7»-1'W
3,008 - Heisey Hawkins, Bradley, 1984-1988
J.W3 - Gsrar Robertson, Cincinnati, 1957-1 W>
2,951 - Danny Manning, Kansas, 1W4-19S8
2,914 - Alfredrick Hughes, Loyola, 111., 1981-198S
2,885 - Lionel Simmons, LaSalle, 198fc-present
Slam-Dunk Contest
Scoring was by five judges who awarded each
participant a maximum of SO points (10 points
per judge) for each successful dunk and a
maximum of 25 points (S points per judge) for
each missed dunk:
Fir$t Round
Shawn Kemp 49.1-49.1 - 98.2
Dominique Wilkins 48.1-48.2-96.3
Kenny Walker 47.0-483 - 95.2
Kenny Smith 43.4-49.6 - 93.0
Failed to Qualify
Scottie Pippen 47.2-45.0 - 92.2
Rex Chapman 45.4-46.6 - 92.1
Billy Thompson 47.7-41.7-91.4
Kenny Battle 42.5-4Z8 - 85.3
Semifinals













Each player had one minute to shoot five balls
from five positions with each of the first four
shots from each position counting for one point























Routs of the Week
Men's Basketball
Western Conn. Il l , Polytechnic 55
Mattatuck CC100, New Hamp. Tech 62
Assumption 123, Bryant 65
Lee 131, Trinity 111. 97
Cent Bible 94, Oklahoma Baptist 53
Trinity Tex, 91, LeTourneau 58
Southern V. 143, Xavier 100
Women's Basketball
MltdieUlH, Becker JC 52
Florida St. 100, Tulane 45
Eastern Conn. 100, UMass-Boston 58
This week's
College View Cafe




the team to an
undefeated season




Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night- Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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Victories Over Bison and Gaels Put Icemen on Top




Nichols and blowing out Iona, the
Trinity icemen prepared for
Saturday's game assuming to
come away victorious. Most of us
know, however, what an assump-
tion can do and now we know
what Assumption can do.
Last Monday, the Bantams
went to Dudley, MA to take on
the host Bison in a conference
game. The opening period was
played to a 1-1 tie, with Brad
Strahorn '93 converting on
Trinity's half of the scoring.
Nichols was 2-10-1 coming into
the contest and the Bants, sport-
ing a 12-4 record, had figured to
makeshortworkofthehometeam,
but had thus far been contained.
The Bison played a strong game,
but Erik Laakso'90 netted one in
the second period and Robert
Krebs '93 one in third to give the
Bantams the 3-1 win.
Thursday night pitted the
second-place Bants against the
visiting first-place Gaels, who
were undefeated in ECAC North-
South play. It was a game which
was likely to determine home-ice
for the playoffs. The last time
these teams met was Jan. 14 in
New Rochelle and the Bantams
were handed their only North-
South loss.
The game can be divided into
three separate, easily distinguish-
able thirds. The first period was
one of obvious intensity. Going to
the locker room for the first inter-
mission, the Bantams held a 3-1
advantage.
The second period was
marked by aggressive checking
and solid net-minding. Trinity's
Steve Gorman '90 was a wall
between the pipes and received
timely aid from a stalwart de-
fense. Neither squad was able to
hit the back of the nets with the
puck during the entire period.
Going into the all-important final
period the score remained 3-1.
The last individual phase of
the game had a dramatically dif-
ferent look. Through the first two
periods four tallies were recorded
by the two teams; there were eight
in the third period alone. The Gaels
cameoutquickly, scoring just two
minutes into the period to bring
themselves within one. From then
on, it was all Trinity, as the Ban-
tams scored five unanswered
Mike Murphy scores yet another goal
goals.One more meaningless goal
for Iona left the Scoreboard show-
ing a 8-3 win for the Bantams.
Scoring in the game were Mike
Murphy '90 twice, John Gregory
'91, Larry Trinceri '91, Eric
McGranahan '93, Strahorn,
Krebs, and Geoff Kelley '93. The
resun î  11 uie two teams dead-
locked for first place.
Riding high on the heels of
their clutch win, the Bantams had
to deal with a mediocre team from
Assumption. Although they never
trailed throughout regulation, the
Bantams were not able to pull
Photo by Mark Tenerowicz
aw ..y from their opposition. This
was lue in large part to the play of
th- Assumption goalie, who
posted 50 saves in the contest.
After 60 minutes, the score
was tied at 4. The game ended
4:38 into overtime, when Assump-
tion put the puck past Gorman.
Women's Basketball Loses Tough Games to Bates, Bowdoin
-By MarkGruba-
Sports Staft'Writer
No one in basketball likes to
be 6-10, unless, you are referring
to their height. Unfortnately, that
is where the Women's Basketball
team' record stands after losses
this past week to Wesleyan, B ates,
and Bowdoin.
The Wesleyan game, played
last Wednesday at Oosting Gym,
started out close. The starting
five of Kathy Ennis, Lisa
O'Connell, Debbie Glew, Amy
Chiodo, and Karyn Farquhar
matched baskets with Wesleyan
early and took a 12-11 lead. Over
the next 5:00 minutes, however,
the Lady Cardinals of Wesleyan
puttogetheral5-0run. Thelapse
would prove costly as the Lady
Bants ended the half down34-22.
Larrv Tnnriri «)1 readv for action
Chiodo, still recovering from an
ankle,injury, was a bright spot
with 12 points and 7 rebounds at
the half.
Forced to play catch-up, the
Lady Bants opened the second
half in a 2-3 zone defense to
strengthen their rebounding and
force Wesleyan to shoot from the
outside. The results were mini-
mal, as the Lady Cardinals main-
tained a 10 point lead for much of
the half. With 8:00 minutes to
play the game looked doubtful as
a 3-point play extended
Wesleyan's lead to 49-38.
However, Trinity would not
quit, slicing the lead to 5 on a 3-
point play by Kathy Moynagh at
the 6:32 mark. The Lady Bants
were playing great defense and
Wesleyan was on the ropes. In the
remaining minutes the score fluc-
tuated as the Lady Bants could not
deliver the knockout blow.
Down by 8 with 1:08 to play,
Coach Maureen Pine put on the
press. Two baskets cut the lead to
61-57 with 0:12 to play. Trinity
came out from their last timeout
in a man press. Maureen Strick-
land stole the inbound pass, but
herpasswas tipped to a Wesleyan
player. Afouland two free throws
later Wesleyan had secured a 63-
57 victory.
Two nights later, the Lady
Bants tried to shake off the disap-
pointing loss against the Lady
Bobcats of Bates. Trinity started
the game cold, failing to hit a field
goal in the first 8:00 minutes of
the contest. Halfway through the
first half they were down 18-6.
As usual, though, once the Lady
Bants were down they rallied.
Within 3:00 minutes the score
went from 18-6 to 20-15. Trinity
rode the hot hands of Moynagh (9
points) and Chiodo (13 points and
10 rebounds) into halftime, down
only 31-26.
The second half saw Jodi
Falcigno score 12 points (14 for
the game) to keep the Lady Bants
close. Unfortunately, Bates would
not give in, responding to every
Trinity run. The final score was
75-63, despite another fine per-
formance from Chiodo, who fin-
ished with 26 points, 15 rebounds,
4 blocks, and 3 steals. Farquhar
also chipped in 10.
The Bowdoin game the fol-
lowing afternoon followed the
recent pattern of Trinity falling





The indoor season began in
the early days of December with
the Coast Guard Relays which
pitted some of New England's
finest track teams from all divi-
sions against one another. Excel-
lent results were compiled by
some of the frosh additions to the
team as Josh Bruno '93 sped to a
6.6 in the 55m for seventh and
Julie Edlund '93 completed an
interesting double of 800m and
the long jump (2:32 and 15*11")
to take apair of seconds. Her long
jump effort also qualified her to
the New England Division III
Championships.
The young talent on the team
was showcased further four days
later at the Harvard Invitational
when George Logan '91 skyed
6'6 3/4" to take sixth in a star-
studded field of high jumpers,
These results took the men and
women's team into the winter
semester and the bulk of the sea-
son.
Following the winter break,
the teams were back on the road to
their pseudo-home track at Coast
Guard for the Coast Guard Invita-
tional on Jan. 20. Atthis meet, the
scoring was carried by senior
leadership and freshmen talent.
Points were provided on the field
by tri-captains Aaron Sobel '90
and Sam Gourley '90, who gar-
nered fifth place results in the
long jump and shot put, respec-
tively.
On the track, it was Bruno
again pacing the sprinters with a
6.89 in the 55m (fourth place) and
a 23.9 in the 200m (third place).
Another excellent time of 6.94
was turned in by speedster Come
Continued on Page 21
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Bantam Grapplers Fall 49-4 to WPI Women's Hoops Loses Pair
Men's Hoops Beats Bowdoin, 80-74 Intramural Results, Events
